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As a child I remember waking up each morning to one of 
two sounds: a piano student playing through their lesson 
in the living room directly below my bedroom, or the 
chirps and calls of birds enjoying breakfast at the feeders 
my mother faithfully filled. Of the two choices, I preferred 
the cheerfulness of the birds over the varying skills of my 
mother’s students. The numerous feeders outside attracted 
an ever-changing assortment of feathered visitors, who 
came for the food but stayed for the variety of habitats 
within the yard. My sandbox was tucked away in a stand 
of blue spruce trees, and I played in the cool shadows, 
accompanied by the sounds of blue jays, crows, robins, and 
woodpeckers. 

I can’t recall a time when I was not surrounded by sound of 
some sort, either of a human-generated musical variety or 
ornithological in nature.

My love for being in the outdoors may have started as a 
child, but my field work began as the result of some creative 
lesson planning by my 8th grade science teacher. He saw 
I was struggling with the coursework shift from natural 
sciences (which favored my reading and vocabulary-
memorization capabilities) to laboratory-based sciences 
(which revealed my weaknesses in math) and his solution 
was to send me into the field to record the numbers and 
activities of birds and other wildlife on our school campus. 

While this alternative science class didn’t develop my 
understanding of hard sciences, it did set me on a path that 
evolved from counting birds to field-based photography, 
video recording, and audio recording. As I developed 
and refined my interests for field work I prioritized the 
acquisition of high-quality field recorders, microphones, 
hydrophones, and a parabolic dish (which allows for a 
sort of audio zooming-in). My expanding abilities and 
equipment led to opportunities for me to record around 
the US, as well as to travel to places like Kenya, Taiwan, 
and Peru, where artist residencies provided me with a base 
of operations in remote locations.

Field recording, both audio and video, is still a critical 
element of my artistic practice, but an earlier drive for 
documenting unspoiled subject matters far-removed 
from human interference has shifted with my realization 
that humans impact everything all the time. There is 
no removing us from the environment. This revelation 
came to me in the jungles of Peru after I had hiked 8 
miles deep into the Amazonian Highlands in search of 
an untrammeled place to do some field recording. I felt 
like I had finally reached a location where I could only 
hear myself breathing among the insect, animal, and bird 
sounds, and the noises of the plant materials themselves, 
creaking in the breeze that flowed through the foliage. I 
unpacked my field gear, set up the elaborate microphone 
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systems on tripods, put on my headphones to monitor the 
audio, and pressed record. Within 30 seconds, the sound 
of a chainsaw ripped through the space and completely 
overpowered the audio landscape. Apparently, I was not 
the only one who had hiked a distance into the jungle 
looking for greener pastures. I stopped the recording and 
explored the area to find out who was using the chainsaw. 
I came upon one of the banana farmers from the village, 
busily clearing out some land to expand his family farm. 
I eat bananas every day, and they are especially delicious 
in Peru. As I considered my annoyance at his chainsawing 
interrupting my field recording, I suddenly understood the 
conflicts between this farmer, my daily banana habit, and 
my quest for capturing a wilder, purer Peru on record. 

I also questioned why I found human noises in nature so 
aggravating. I can appreciate a deliberate use of noise in 
music composition in early Musique concrète and tape 
music, or when introduced as a random compositional 
influence in the writing and performance of mid-century 
composers. I’d found space for noise in the concert hall, 
and within sound-objects in a gallery, but it displeased me 
in the “natural world.” Wasn’t this a place where wildness 
should be the ruling influence?

While this moment in Peru began my exploration into the 
expectations I held for my own experiences in the natural 

world, I spent the last year of my MFA program considering 
the impact that humans have on nature. During this process 
I realized I was one of the sorts of people I was getting 
so annoyed with because of the seemingly unwitting 
damage they were doing. I was complicit in a type of 
unconsciousness.

I am a product of a form of Transcendentalism, itself 
springing from a Judeo-Christian Romanticism, rooted in 
an idea that the best Earth is a pure Earth. I was brought up 
to believe that there was once an unspoiled creation that 
reflected a powerful divine will at work in the universe. 
Through the Fall of Humankind, when they gave in to Sin 
and Temptation, spoilage was first introduced. Pain and 
suffering appeared and thus began the slippery descent 
from Perfect into a complete degradation in need of 
salvation. The Transcendental dream of reconnecting to 
this divine, natural state offered an escape from organized 
religion, but replaced the Christian zeal for personal 
purity facilitated by deity with the idea that Nature was 
itself somehow pure, functioning above, or at least in spite 
of human influence. The push to explore, preserve, and 
perhaps even become one with wild spaces led to lives and 
practices which can seem quite ascetic. Champions of this 
point of view—Thoreau, Muir, Turner, and Walden—all 
propagated this myth-making about raw, untamed places.
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Growing up in the late twentieth century, these ideals 
seemed comforting and appealing when viewed from 
my own experience of industrialized globalism, a 
human propensity for cruelty and violence, and a rabid 
capitalism that consumes raw materials with a seemingly 
unquenchable thirst. A desire to escape this tainted world 
was coupled with a temperament that loved finding rare 
things, adding them to my collection, and then sharing 
them with others, and so I voraciously sought this natural 
ideal off the beaten path, deeper in the forests, higher 
in the mountains, further from human occupation and 
settlements, ever looking and listening.

When I felt like I had discovered a place still pristine enough, 
my impulse was to catalog it, document it, and share it in 
the hopes that perhaps, if someone experienced it the way 
I did, they might come to value it, too; in turn, to treasure 
it, to promote it in the hopes of somehow preserving it. The 
ideal outcome in my mind was for humans to allow it to be 
and to live its way in the world without what I perceived as 
human-meddling at best and a callous disregard for nature 
to the point of extinction at worst.

In the middle of the jungle with that chainsaw roaring, I 
felt shame about my genuine but misguided attempts to 
“save the world.” What impact had I had by simply being 
in that place? All the noise and pollution made by multiple 

modes of transportation as I traveled thousands of miles 
from home to stand in this spot, seeking the unspoiled 
wild? The reality was: I was making just as much “noise” as 
the man clearing the land. And I wasn’t even planning to 
grow bananas, though I did have another “fruit” in mind: 
a hope to share sonic and visual findings with others, to 
perhaps foster an interest or nurture an awareness of this 
place.

I realized that I needed to better consider the human 
animal in my passion for the animal world, difficult 
though this might be. This is an aspect of my practice 
that is developing and is still lacking natural compassion. 
I’m eager to give examples and account for as much non-
human agency as possible, but I get increasingly unsettled 
thinking about how to account for and support a human 
agency. While this nervousness seems understandable 
given the experience of unchecked human agency equating 
to a “dominion,” pushing anything other-than-human 
to the brink of extinction and ecological disaster, I fear 
I am taking too simple a view of good vs. bad. It seems 
that environments are remarkably resilient and strong, 
oftentimes not only able to survive ecological disaster, but 
to rebuild in novel and successful ways. More and more, 
the primacy of human agency has been questioned and a 
definition of a “life supporting” ecosystem has expanded 
to consider potential futures where humans are not likely 
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needed. What were former outliers in a world weighed 
against the ego of human dominion might come out just 
fine.

In response, I am seeking shared spaces between human 
and non-human agencies which can support, nurture, 
and leave room for the other to thrive. In navigating and 
mapping such spaces, I regularly encounter unexpected 
phenomena. I am heartened by Karen Barad’s notions in 
this area, particularly her use of the word “intra-action”:

...in contrast to the usual “interaction,” which relies 
on a metaphysics of individualism (in particular, the 
prior existence of separately determinate entities). 
A phenomenon is a specific intra-action of an 
“object” and the “measuring agencies”; the object 
and the measuring agencies emerge from, rather 
than precede, the intra-action that produces them 
(Meeting the Universe Halfway: Quantum Physics 
and the Entanglement of Matter and Meaning, 128).

I like the push/pull of inhabiting space as both “object” and 
“measuring agency” within my practice since it lets me both 
play with and probe the nature of entangled intra-activity. 
The binary idea that it is humans vs. the non-humans is 
crumbling. Neither can decide for the other. Both get to 
contribute in their own way on their own terms for their 

own reasons. Intervention is called for when some-thing 
overwhelms the other-thing to the point of degrading their 
quality of life and ability to simply live. But the question 
remains: is there an observing entity governing a balance 
and keeping score?

My interest in collaborating to create the body of work in 
this thesis is to consider the histories at work within the 
various contributing actants. My embodiment of artistic 
intent intermingles with the biological history of the avian 
specimens in the collection, the human histories of the 
collectors and preparators, and the institutional history of 
Alfred as a place of science, ecology, and art. An exploration 
of these intersections has produced a body of work that 
speaks to my concerns for conservation and a related site-
specificity, promoting opportunities for all inhabitants to 
not merely survive, but to thrive. 

When my collected data and observations suggest possible 
deterioration, these moments are more closely considered. 
Loss of life is one such deterioration, and something that 
provokes and moves me towards action and consideration 
as a way of processing my discomfort and grief. The 
bird wing pictured in several of my pieces belonged to a 
young, first-year peregrine falcon found dead at the corner 
of Satterlee Hill Road and State Route 21 in Allegany 
County on October 16, 2019. This immature male did not 
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survive its first migration from the tundra of Northern 
Canada to South America. Postmortem measurements and 
body weight suggest that he was malnourished, and it is 
hypothesized that in his eagerness to feed, he lost track 
of his environmental situation and was struck down by a 
moving vehicle while in flight.

Peregrines are remarkable birds for many reasons. One of 
the fastest birds, they have been clocked at over 200 miles 
per hour when diving from above to snare flying birds. 
Such staggering speeds are supported by a vision system 
thought to allow them to register around 130 frames per 
second. The human visual system can only process 10 to 
12 images per second and perceive them individually, and 
any higher rates are perceived by humans as motion. The 
peregrine sees nearly 10 times as much as humans do, yet 
the superior sight was not able to protect him from the 
speed of human technology.

The impactful roles of humans within our shared ecologies 
raises concerns about the rippling effects that actions/
inactions have, not only on our shared environments, 
but also on our psycho-spiritual selves. Seeking 
interventions, I collaborate with multiple intelligences to 
shift consciousness. This process of engaging the “other” 
generates much rich material from gathering in the field 
and processing in the studio. My field studies and recording 

practices create spaces where participation from often 
unconsidered “others” makes their presences known in a 
seemingly endless array of phenomena.

The collaborations found in this creative practice encode 
the experiences of the journeys in a primordial mythical 
symbolic language of vessels, animals, and smoke. Such 
symbols are often found inscribed within and around 
transformative ritualized spaces of caves, temples, chapels, 
and sacred sites. Resultant media and objects that are 
gathered during these encounters with non-consensual 
realities are then recombined through processing using 
generative tools from more contemporary electronic 
systems—re-encoded for transmission with marks that 
preserve and protect the artifacts as vessels for the use of 
past, present, and future selves. 

Considered as an expanding cartography, this body of 
research maps travels and experiences as witnessed within 
and around the spaces of liminal psycho-ecologies—
documenting energetic responses to internal and external 
resonances and dissonances.

Nuances of phenomena are loosed when exploring the 
many layers found within embedded ecologies—layers 
of intertwined relational states comprised of co-mingled 
intelligences sharing consciousness and environments 
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through co-inhabitation of mind, body, and spirit. Through 
cataloging aspects of such encounters experienced during 
frequent collaboration, my artistic practice articulates 
experiences through transcription, transmutation, and 
transmission.

Transcription is the act of documentation, most commonly 
through audio and video recordings. Transmutation is the 
process of giving voice and agency to unseen collaborators 
by allowing them to encode their presence in the processing 
of the gathered transcriptions. To this end, my natural 
improvisational performance practices are bolstered 
with multiple layers of aleatoric and chance methods 
employed to influence the generation and embellishment 
of the materials. Through intentionally leaving space for 
decisions and actions of an “other” I consider this entire 
process a collaborative one. I pause my making and 
creating to listen for them, look for them, and I respond 
to them. It’s a similar process to what I understand about 
Paulina Oliveros’ Deep Listening, except I expand my 
understanding of her methods to include full participation 
of non-human agencies. This heart-open stance is engaged 
through a practice that is fully embodied and tuned to 
experiences that are grounded in Earth-honoring traditions 
and teachings. I am grateful to the myriad intelligences at 
play all around me and am thankful to the teachers and 
explorers who have helped me better learn to navigate and 

celebrate my path. 

Finally, transmission is the point the material is sent out 
into the world for display, contemplation, and further 
consideration. It is my belief that some of the same 
resonances and dissonances I experience in the gathering 
and creation of these materials will respond energetically 
when other “others” come in contact with them. To that 
end, the whole process continues to unfold in cyclical 
fashion, which will likely continue to yield surprising and 
unexpected results.
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Introduction
Bird-related imagery and sounds are prevalent in my 
thesis. The exhibition’s title is inspired by birds having 
a one way at a time flow-through respiration system—
with air moving in only one direction through their nine 
air sacs. The unidirectional flow of air through a bird’s 
respiratory system maintains higher blood-oxygenation 
levels. Air moving into their system is called inspiration, 
and air exiting their system is called expiration. In 
contrast, air flow for mammals is bidirectional—moving 
both into and out of the lungs at the same time. The air 
reaching a mammal’s lungs is less oxygen-rich because the 
overall air mixture contains a significant portion of older 
air that has already been in the lungs for a while, and is 
hence deoxygenated. Simply put, birds are more efficient 
breathers than humans.

Energies, much like oxygen, can flow in, through, and 
out of various bodies, with each body having differing 
capacities for gathering, processing, utilizing, and storing 
such energies. The pieces discussed here are records of 
phenomenological interactions with myriad impulses 
and intelligences encountered within and around rituals 
of making and other flow-through states. Additional 
symbolic language is further explored using my personal 
audiovisual vocabulary of lights, darks, colors, movements, 
and repetition.
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Images from Frederic Beaudry‘s lectures
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Pages 23-25: Installation in varying light levels, Peregrine Offering (left, in image), Re-Winged (center, in image), Barred Owl (right, in image)
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Lasered Palo Santo for Peregrine in Bull Moon
Although pieces in a gallery context are often considered 
the finished products of an artistic practice, my practice 
favors the state of making over any production-oriented 
goals for finalized pieces. Engaging in intentional acts of 
creation presses the pause button on consensual reality and 
opens access to non-ordinary states—allowing a different 
experience of time in which to more fully encounter and 
process emotion or energy-in-motion.

I planned to open my show with a ritual performance to 
prepare the gallery space. Stills from video documentation 
show this ritual, which was performed in my home studio 
instead, due to school studios being shuttered in response 
to the Covid-19 pandemic.

This energetic preparation of both myself and the gallery 
denotes a threshold and establishes a portal between 
consensus and non-consensus realities. The ritual is 
a symbolic vessel meant to hold and protect space for 
all entities contributing to our co-mingled states of 
consciousness. This is deeply similar to my artistic 
practice—intentional acts of creating and making in 
response to energies I feel intuitively resonant with. This 
making practice is often responsive, but it can also be an 
act of intentionally transmuting energies at play in the 
world to celebrate and claim space. This ritual is a way 
to mark a before and after, to invite movement through 

pre-existing energies past a threshold, into an enlivened 
shared space bathed in traditional elemental semiotics of 
heat, light, fire, and smoke.  

This performative ritual includes burning a piece of palo 
santo on the wires of a module in my synthesizer, with the 
temperature and intensity of burning controlled by voltage 
signals from the rest of the system. The smoke rising from 
the wood interacts with a red laser aimed into another 
module’s photonic sensor, and influences the coloring and 
patterning of an image of a bird’s wing. When the laser 
connects fully to the sensor of the module, the wing on the 
screen floods with red—the light (the laser) gives life (red 
color, symbolizing blood) to a dead object. When the laser 
is blocked, the wing is in darkness, becoming a void made 
visible only in relation to the patterns around it, depicting 
the ways we may not be aware of non-alive things even 
though they are unmistakably all around us and impacting 
our shared ecosystem.

The transmutation of palo santo wood through the 
audiovisual system is transmitted to the viewer via 
floor-to-ceiling wall projection. This ritual makes visible 
the energetic transformation that I experience when 
interacting within my studio and in performance practices. 
After the initial gallery performance, documentation of it 
would be projected for the duration of the exhibition. I’m 
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inspired by people like Joseph Beuys, Merce Cunningham 
and John Cage in the way that they performed within a 
space and then left behind artifacts of that performance. 
This is a process of not deliberately constructing an object, 
but rather leaving traces of a lived experience meant to aid 
in remembering the activities of creative response.

This page: Palo Santo wood burning on the hot wires of a module
Pages 30-31: Stills from the performance, showing the peregrine wing flooded with blood and in darkness
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A photographic still image of a dead Barred Owl, processed 
with my video synthesizer to re-color and animate its 
movement, is shown on a synchronized set of six cathode 
ray tube (CRT) television monitors. This image of a dead 
creature, methodically photographed using a copy stand 
setup to capture twenty to thirty separate images with 
differing focus points, has been digitally post-processed 
to combine the collection of related photographs into one 
hyper-realistic composite image. The image is then mapped 
onto analogue CRT monitors with the use of what some 
may consider a dead or dying technology: a machine that 
creates frame-accurate synchronization from the output of 
multiple DVD players.

The resultant colors and image quality displayed on the 
screens vary in unpredictable ways due to the degradation of 
the aging monitors—degradation exacerbated by, ironically, 
first overuse and then long periods of very little use. While 
this video could be displayed using more contemporary 
technologies (4K monitors and a computer-based sync 
system), which would yield much more predictable results, 
I instead choose to frame natural history findings through 
media archaeology, exploring the remains of both a formerly 
living entity and an historic technological system, seeking to 
preserve personally significant elements within this piece. 
While the sync system is designed to create a unity across 
the screens, the monitors instead reveal color, pattern, and 

detail inconsistencies due to the age and electromechanical 
degradation of the component parts. It is the unpredictable 
results I find so intriguing: they seem to breathe a new, 
unexpected life into the images and the sculptural structure 
of the stacked monitors. The monitors are stacked in a 
pyramid-type shape, and each monitor is rotated within 
the stack to emphasize the spiraling directionality of the 
images. Audio field recordings of Barred Owls also play 
through the individual television speakers in the stack, 
snaking and spiraling in and around the pyramid. The 
pastoral sounds captured at dusk are quiet and often a stark 
distinction to the high-contrast, intensely colored images of 
the owl. The visual elements remind me of an iconography 
often used in doors, windows, and other elements of temple 
architectural. In combination, the visuals on the screens, 
their arrangement in the stack, and the sounds may be read 
as a sort of altar; an intentional built space to remember... 
remember animal lives, remember technologies and their 
makers, remember the intersections of institutions which 
value and collect such elements.

Technological advances, which are often hard-won through 
intense effort and an ecological price, are ever accelerating 
and reshaping our world. I struggle with anxiety about how 
I am shaped, and how I contribute in shaping. How is my 
regular use of technologies impacting ecologies I might not 
even be aware of? With things moving so quickly, what may 

Barred Owl (Spiral Pyramid Form)
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we have missed in our hurry to move on to something new? 
What happens when things which were thought to be dead 
and forgotten are brought back into view? Re-engagement 
of “obsolete” technologies may extend their usefulness, or 
even uncover new possibilities for use, but this revisiting 
of the past may also be viewed as complicit in creating a 
halo of sentimentality. I recognize myself in this accusation 
in some ways, fully admitting to my interest in utilizing 
vintage equipment, or equipment designed to mimic 
vintage capabilities. Historically, access to such equipment 
required deep institutional support for funding the creation, 
acquisition, use, and maintenance of many of the tools 
I employ in my studio practice. In my lifetime, the use of 

professional quality audiovisual tools was financially limited 
to professional filmmakers, musicians, and academics. I 
grew up soaking in the stimulating stew that they made 
and distributed through television, radio, and cinema. Now, 
over a quarter century from the time I first viewed/heard/
experienced such technological marvels, the affordability 
and availability of many of these older tools has reached a 
level that I can participate in. I temper some of my concerns 
of complicity in noting that I regularly rescue tools left for 
dead and thoroughly enjoy breathing new life into them. I 
believe my explorations matter since access to and use of 
these tools is new to me.

This page: Instructions for authoring DVDs used in Barred Owl (Spiral Pyramid Form)
Pages 36-37: Installation view of Peregrine Offering (left, in image), Re-Winging (center, in image), and Barred Owl (right, in image)
Page 38: Installation of Barred Owl
Page 39: Still from Barred Owl
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I worked in TouchDesigner with my professor, Eric Souther, 
to prototype an alternative arrangement of the six synced 
CRT screens. 

We envisioned the screens arranged side-by-side in a 
horizontal line. A digital model of a falcon flies from one 
screen into the next, through a background of synthesized 
analogue video patterns. 

The contrast of the older technology (CRTs) with the low-
resolution, analog background and the high-resolution, 
computer-modeled falcon would explore the evolution and 
movement of technological advances, how they contrast 
or battle with each other, and how they are able to coexist. 

With the outbreak of Covid-19 this alternate version of the 
sculpture remains as of this writing unrealized.

Falcon Flight through Lunar Orbit Lander Issues

Pages 41-43: Stills from Falcon Flight through Lunar Orbit Lander Issues
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These multi-media sculptures incorporate ceramic bowls—
made in collaboration with Chris Alveshere, a gifted potter 
and fellow MFA graduate at Alfred University—with video 
projections mapped onto their surfaces.

Projecting colorful video onto these highly reflective 
colored bowls created an engaging challenge of composition 
since the material properties of the glazes greatly altered 
the light transmissions —enhancing the vibrancy for some 
colors of light while dampening or outright changing the 
color of others. Experimenting with what light reacted with 
which glaze was an unpredictable but engaging process of 
discovery and I am disappointed that Chris and I were not 
able to fully realize the complete set of red, green, and blue 
(RGB) bowls that we designed. 

Creating a set of ceramic bowls that are glazed in RGB is of 
particular interest because it matches the colorspace I am 
accustomed to working with in my video synthesizer for 
pattern generation and coloring, as well as in projection 
and display of video playback. The black and white bowls 
we produced had somewhat more predictable results 
as alternative screens, behaving much more like the 
monochromatic screens of cinema. The colored bowls 
behaved in a much less predictable way, with projected 
colors that shifted hue, brightness, and intensity in 
numerous interesting ways. My initial research in 

expanded cinema techniques is what eventually prompted 
me to work with RGB ceramic bowls, after working through 
a variety of other alternative screens, from salt to glass to 
mirrored glass to a variety of liquids and their surfaces. 
In this pursuit, the way materials either absorbed the 
projections or reflected them was endlessly fascinating 
and I anticipate much more research into these sorts of 
materials.

As hand-thrown earthen vessels, bowls can be functional 
and sacred objects, and are often decorated and designed 
for both practical and ritual purposes. In this series I am 
marking these bowls with moving light for my own ritual 
purposes and visual intentions. The falcon in the video was 
injured through an unexpected interaction with humans, 
and I invoke his image as a way of honoring his life and 
processing the dissonant energies I feel when confronted 
with his horrific injuries and loss of life. 

The projection-mapped videos in and on the earthen bowls 
are of a live peregrine falcon (with human-induced injuries 
which compel it to live in permanent captivity to survive) 
moving his head from side-to-side, and a dead peregrine 
falcon’s wing “flying” through a still-life of mirrored glass 
vessels and a week’s worth of personally generated non-
recyclable waste. 

Peregrine Offering
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The flying wing, which I am moving through the air in 
mimicry of a bird’s flight movements, celebrates his life 
and mourns his loss through imitation and reflection—
reenacting his navigation through a hostile environment 
to symbolically bring him back to life for me. Through this 
installation of ritual objects I mourn the damage done 
while honoring the life prematurely lost. In highlighting 
the beauty I find while observing living creatures, which 
can usually only be observed in short bursts from far 
distances in the wilds, I seek to celebrate liveness and to 
encourage conservation.

These elements create, interact, and influence ringing 
feedback oscillations as generated and captured during 
studio-embodied reanimation rituals for synthesizer, 
camera, and video projection. The video-feedback 
recordings of studio ritual are then projected on the sides 
of the bowl that is placed under a freestanding sculpture of 
wood and metal suspending a downward-facing projector 
over the bowl which is resting face down atop appropriated 
wooden speaker enclosures. An uninterrupted, clear view 
of the falcon’s head is presented in the central footed 
portion of the vessel, allowing for longer, clear views of the 
bird looking around its place of captivity. 

The same video of the falcon’s head is combined with 
synthesized visual static, modulated by field recordings 

of its own territorial calls, and projected onto the speaker 
cone surfaces. The positioning of the foot on the bowl and 
the two speaker cones outline a triangular shape, and the 
downward-facing bowl itself forms a sort of pyramid on 
the wooden plinth of the speaker enclosures.

Within a very darkened gallery, these sculptures encourage 
movement through the space for closer experiences with 
the glowing surfaces. The speakers play a combination of 
field recordings of local birds, pastoral environments, and 
synthetic sounds which sonify the various wild sources. 
Gallery-wide this multi-channel soundscape is immersive, 
pushing and pulling one by the ears to explore the gallery 
ecology to better hear specific details which are calling 
out—much in the same way one might hear interesting 
sounds and seek a closer view when exploring the wilds.
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Page 47: Installation of Peregrine Offering (left, in image) and Re-Winging (right, in image) 
Pages 48-55: Details from installation
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Re-Winging
Re-Winging introduces a layer of performative and 
collaborative liveness into the sculptures within the 
installation. The pieces featured on previous pages use 
pre-recorded audiovisual materials for projection and 
playback. Re-Winging features visual geometries that are 
created live and in real-time through a hybrid analogue/
digital audiovisual synthesis system. 

The audiovisual system processes incoming audio 
information to generate and shape video patterns which 
are then composited and keyed together with in-camera 
video footage of wild bird habitats like trees, mountains, 
and water. 

Microphones placed in and around the sculptures and 
throughout the gallery also capture live sounds created 
by visitors within the gallery space. These sounds are 
transmitted into the synthesizers which then responsively 
shape the colors and patterns that are projected onto the 
ceramic vessels.

A visitor’s presence activates a real-time collaboration with 
the gallery soundscape of field recordings, live-synthesis, 
and their own movements and voices. This system offers 
an opportunity for participatory resonance that activates 
the audiovisual material projected on the vessels. 

This piece seeks to recreate the sort of energetic resonance 
I feel when working in the field. Through this experience, 
visitors impact the ecosystem of the gallery space in a 
similar way to how the ecologies of the wild world are 
impacted by the presence and activities of humans visiting 
there. 
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Pages 57-59 and 62: Installation view of real-time video synthesis projected on/in-to the bowls of Re-Winging
Pages 60-61 and 63: Bowls of Re-Winging (front, in image) and Peregrine Offering (back, in image)
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This is another live and in real-time interactive sculpture, 
which combines an array of visual pattern-generators 
through multiple self-influencing feedback paths within 
a system for the transmission, reflection, and capture 
of red, green, and blue light. The system starts with a 
synthesizer that moves the lens of a voltage-controlled 
RGB laser beaming into the concavity of a deep-black 
glazed earthenware bowl. 

A video camera focused on the bowl captures reflections on 
the glazed surface and the resultant video footage of the 
bowl is fed back into the synthesizer to further influence its 
movements. The video is then composited and keyed with 
a photograph taken during an earlier studio ceremony for 
a Barred Owl and red bowl. The photograph is processed 
through and animated with OpenGL GLSL code running on 
a module in my synth. This module also receives feedback 
signals from the video and laser interactions that are cycling 
through the system. The feedback actively reshapes the 
resultant shape of the image of owl and bowl—stretching, 
pulling, and contorting it in real time, through continually 
changing energies in the system. 

The resulting video is transmitted to a single CRT viewing 
monitor of the type used in Barred Owl (Spiral Pyramid Form). 
The CRT screen shows a processing that is decidedly more 
hybridly digital than the more purist take on traditional 

analogue synthesis and processing described earlier.

This hybridity is further complicated through destabilizing 
the video’s frame synchronization with the deliberate 
introduction of modules geared towards glitchier results. 
The unpredictable nature of sync-shredding, by feeding 
unexpected and “out-of-bounds” signals into the system’s 
synchronization stream, is met with additional unexpected 
phenomena unleashed through the influence of the 
system’s multiple feedback loops which generate and 
shape the very signals which destabilize the sync itself.  

The laser, as reflected in the bowl, reveals energies 
contained within a vessel; a container holding light and 
darkness. This play of light and dark as captured by the 
camera, processed through the synth, and shown on the 
CRT crackles with hypnagogic feedback loops like the 
currents of energy at play in and around us. The energetic 
responses and movements in my opening performance 
piece explored similar ideas by delineating spaces for 
reflection and movement through lights and darks. 
This piece was designed as a spatial-dynamic system 
for the more energetic types of entities and phenomena 
embodying more active and vigorous qualities. This likely 
feels different than the pieces on the previous pages, and 
stands in stark contrast to the photo-realistic precision of 
the prints we will explore in the next section.

Bowl for Bubba Ayoub (RGB Laser Studies)
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Installation of Bowl for Bubba Ayoub
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Page 67: Stills from Structure OpenGL GLSL module monitor screen
Pages 68-69: Stills from CRT monitor
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Pages 71-73: Installation of laser projected into black ceramic bowl on coiled cable
Pages 74-75: Stills from final output monitor with all feedback paths composited
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Prints
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These prints offer detailed views that are larger and in 
much sharper focus than we could ever perceive with our 
own biological vision. This direction into a kind of hyper-
realism was possible through studying a digital processing 
technique that I call “The Scheer Moth Process” (thank 
you, Joseph!) where multiple photos, each with unique 
focus points, are layered and stitched together to create a 
composite image that is more clearly in-focus than would 
be possible to capture in a single exposure. . . or to even see 
with the naked human eye.

The highly detailed views of the birds shown in these 
prints can only be captured with a very still bird. These 
birds are ultimately stilled in death. Their collection 
and preservation allows for closer examinations of their 
biological components. 

In the earlier video material, I sought to bring back life, 
movement, and energies that I felt were missing. With 
these prints I seize a rare opportunity to look very closely 
within a meditative and still space.

Photography was a big part of my undergraduate experience, 
and I have not engaged in copy-stand photography for at 
least 30 years—and certainly never with such a high-quality 
lens and digital camera. These explorations presented a 
welcome opportunity to return to a photographic process, 

but enhanced with much more advanced digital technology 
for both creative capturing and post-processing.

These prints appear very “real” and “natural”—presented 
raw and seemingly unaltered by technology. They don’t 
look particularly processed, especially when compared 
to the other more “synthetic” pieces in this show. But 
the secret is that it is only through high-tech cameras 
and highly stylized post-processing of the photos that 
the viewer is able to see the material so clearly and so 
magnified. Many of these images are printed with physical 
dimensions which measure many times larger than the 
actual birds themselves. They are literally larger and clearer 
than “real life.” As such, these images may feel like some 
sort of reward—a precise realism gained after catching 
only glimpses of recognizable material throughout the 
abstractions of earlier pieces in the show. Actually, these 
images are perhaps even more abstract than anything 
else seen in the exhibition. They are presented with more 
precision and deliberate structuring to appear to be more 
like things we might already be familiar with from our 
experiences in consensual reality.

The level of abstraction brought about by a precise 
ordering and arrangement moving towards hyper-realism 
may become even more obvious as additional objects are 
added to the photos.

So Below, As Above
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The bowls themselves, made with a variety of shapes, 
colors, lines, and volumes, offer significant compositional 
possibilities for symbolic arrangements. As vessels, they 
can also hold different elemental items (palo santo, sage, 
a speaker cone, candles, liquids, and a Peregrine Falcon 
wing) pertaining to their ritualized usage. 

So Below (Ishkodic Offerings Red & Yellow and Black & White 
Mirrored) documents a significant portion of my creative 
research and practice, which has been helped and shaped 
by many generous teachers and collaborators.

My earliest thoughts on alternative screens began with 
embodied research into the history of expanded cinema. 
Art historian and professor Laura McGough encouraged me 
along this path and I enthusiastically explored possibilities. 
This research led to me learning to blow glass with Karen 
Donnellan and mirroring my primitive forms. An entire 
body of earlier vessels with projections were made and 
exhibited, but my limited abilities in blowing glass only 
generated exceptionally thin forms that are very fragile. 
During my process of blowing, cooling, and mirroring the 
forms, catastrophic breakage occurred in well over seventy 
percent of what I generated. So I collaborated to design 
and build with someone greatly skilled in working glass. 
The beautiful cylindrical vessel (with strong and well-made 
walls) pictured in the center of the image was blown and 

worked by sculptor Erin Hoffman, a fellow MFA graduate at 
Alfred University. 

I mirrored the cylinder with the help and teaching of Garrett 
McGowan and Ann Rossington, who graciously offered to 
not only train me in the process of mirroring, but provided 
me with the necessary materials (including actual silver!) 
all while making me feel welcome and supported in their 
chemistry lab. 

After working with a variety of glass vessels of varying 
shapes and sizes that I mirrored on the inside surface, I 
grew frustrated in my attempts to use the glass forms as 
screens to project video in and on. I found myself wanting 
wider, more open forms to explore. Erin and I intended to 
continue research in this direction, but ran out of time. I 
hope to have an opportunity to work with her again in the 
near future and pick up where we left off. 

The speaker in the image on page 107 references my life-long 
pursuits in sound exploration. My mother, Carolyn, raised 
me as an active listener and performer and I’m thankful 
for her patient listening and interest over the years. Alfred 
University itself presented a dream opportunity to learn 
from Andrew Deutsch, who I have eagerly listened to in 
recorded form since I discovered his vast array of output in 
the 1990s. Andrew always listened closely and challenged 
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me to explore a staggering assortment of sounds and 
methods for their creation and presentation. He perhaps 
influenced me most in my growing understanding of sound 
as object, or sound objects, which can be clearly seen and 
heard in this body of work—and he gave me the speaker 
pictured.

I am grateful to my ornithology professor Frederick Beaudry 
and the Alfred University ecology program for the use of 
their collection of avian museum skins. The opportunity 
to study with Fred, and to process the Peregrine with him 
really opened the floodgates of this project. The historical 
foundation of this bird skin collection was gathered and 
prepared by Mark Klingensmith’s father. 

I love the connections that this research makes between 
Alfred the institution, its mission, and the people who 
make it happen.
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For all prints, dimensions variable but generally 24 x 30-42 inches and printed on Xuan Paper
Page 82: So Below (Scan)
Page 83: As Above (Scan)
Page 84: So Below
Page 85: As Above
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Page 87: So Below (Lesser/Median Coverts)
Page 88: So Below (Leading/Trailing)

Page 89: So Below (Axillars/Humerus)
Page 90: So Below (Primaries)
Page 91: As Above (Primaries) 

Page 92: As Above (Bend/Humerus)
Page 93: As Above (Coverts/Tertials)
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Page 95: Eastern Screech Owl (Front/Sclerotic Rings)
Page 96: Eastern Screech Owls (Front/Down / Back/Up)

Page 97: Eastern Screech Owls (Front/Down / Front/Up)
Page 98: Barred Owl (Front)
Page 99: Barred Owl (Back)

Page 100: Sharp-Shinned Hawk (Front/Sclerotic Rings)
Page 101: Sharp-Shinned Hawk (Grasp)

Page 102: In studio, side-by-side comparison of museum skin and print
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Page 104: Ishkodic Vessels (Red & Yellow and Black & White Horizontal)
Page 105: Ishkodic Offerings (Red & Yellow and Black & White Horizontal)
Page 106: So Below (Ishkodic Vessels Red & Yellow and Black & White Mirrored)
Page 107: So Below (Ishkodic Offerings Red & Yellow and Black & White Mirrored)
Page 108: So Below (Ishkodic Vessels Red & Yellow Dyad)
Page 109: So Below (Ishkodic Vessels Black & White Dyad)
Page 110: As Above (Ishkodic Vessel Yellow)
Page 111: As Above (Ishkodic Offering Red & Yellow Dyad)
Page 112: Barred Owl (Red Rest)
Page 113: Barred Owl (Red Diagonal)
Page 114: Eastern Screech Owls (Black & White Feet First, Head Down)
Page 115: Eastern Screech Owl (White Grasp)
Page 116: Eastern Screech Owls (Yellow Lemniscate)
Page 117: Ishkodic Vessels (Red & Yellow and Black & White Diagonal Cluster)
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Left: Wheel-working a bowl with potter Chris Alveshere in his studio
Above: Copy-stand photography setup in my studio
Right: Bird skins stored in the archives of the Alfred University ecology program
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Because I work with technologies that are in a constant 
state of evolution and often manufactured with planned-
obsolescence in mind, much of my artistic practice is 
concerned with the impact that consumption at such an 
accelerated pace has on our collective psycho-ecology. 
I also consider how continual exposure to energetic 
transmissions all around us—from both easily noticeable 
and less obvious entities—impacts our collective 
experience.

My artistic practice moves in and around the resonances 
and dissonances that arise when confronting questions 
about my own privilege, personal responsibility, and 
agency in the face of inequality and complex global issues. 
I puzzle over the ever-present cycles of living and dying, 
beginnings and endings, “advances” and “obsolescence,” 
and I embody it all within the specific challenges of trying 
to better navigate my own personal Now. Making sense 
of this particular ontology can be uncomfortable, and my 
impulse for response starts with this dis-ease and moves 
through me in intentional practices to process it.

I often don’t know how to respond to these psychological 
discomforts. They can be overwhelming. But I find that 
sitting with them, holding space for them, and really feeling 
them helps. In these pieces I am exploring my responses to 
these feelings and experiences through an intermingling 

of old and new technologies—reflecting the wild world and 
the synthetic. This is an uneasy space cognitively—how do 
the commercial aspects of technologies I use impact the 
wild subjects shown within my work? Such things are not 
easily resolved for me. 

Beyond my own considerations, these pieces can be 
viewed more simply as colorful and beautiful objects, eye-
catching and interesting to explore, in much the same way 
that humans may have at least a surface regard for the wild 
world. But similar to the wilds, the enticing facade often 
conceals considerable tensions within the ecology.

In this exhibition, there is space to consider the rituals and 
practices we may carry to help process the tensions that are 
experienced through the frequent changes encountered 
while we’re living life. These changes can be negative and 
positive . . . sometimes both at the same time. Ideally, in 
developing a growing awareness of how we interact and 
impact our environments, we may better understand our 
own contributions to the co-creation of realities.

Conclusion
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Test prints outside of Immersive Gallery
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Creative Practice and 
Embodied Research 

2018-2020
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Chronological Record of 
Audio and Visual Output
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In the two years I spent at Alfred University during my 
MFA program, I was continually exploring.

The majority of my creative output derives from my 
material studies in audio and video synthesis. Both forms 
of synthesis find output in their singular modes, but are 
most often combined into audiovisual hybrids where one 
form influences the other, provoking and responding to 
shifts and changes. 

Similarly, drawings and writings often morph into prints 
and performances. 

All output is considered combinatorially for possible 
confluences through additional processing, performativity, 
and presentation. 

The following pages are a chronological catalogue of 
accumulated output between 2018 and 2020.

Chronological Record of Audio and Visual Output



Artist talk during presentation of Fragile Vessels 127



Dawn Spear, 2018, stereo audio, 13:27 minutes128



The Key‘s the Thing, 2018, single-channel video, 8:11 minutes 129



Evolving in the Presence of Fire, 2018, single-channel video, 1:01 minutes130



Installation view of Evolving in the Presence of Fire 131



 Installation view of Train, 2018, multi-channel video, 4:31 minutes132



Train, 2018, single-channel video, 2:44 minutes 133



Crane, 2018, stereo audio, 4:42 minutes134



Childhood Banister Spindle (Palmyric Mode), 2018, three-channel video, 2:57 minutes 135



Red Harmonic Study for 10% Square Wave & 18dB Resonant Filter, 2018, woodcut print, 24 x 36 inches136



Green Harmonic Study for 10% Square Wave & 18dB Resonant Filter, 2018, woodcut print, 24 x 36 inches 137



Science & the Bible, Pt. 2 (Strange Attractors Example), 2018, print, 8.5 x 11 inches138



Risky Wave, 2018, print, 8.5 x 11 inches 139



Floorheads series: Duo, Glasses, Donkey, 2018, photograph with drawing overlay, size varies 140



Rock City Park, 2018, single-channel video, 14:28 minutes 141



Branch (Reach), 2018, fabric print, 24 x 50 inches142



Canopy (Kawsay), 2018, fabric print, 24 x 50 inches 143



LZXANA, 2018, single-channel video, 4:09 minutes144



No. 2880 Seraphic BobbleHeads (337is “Isaiah, Answer The Doorbell” Mix), 2018, print, 24 x 34 inches 145



Rhodes 73 Improvisation 1, 2018, single-channel video, 1:33 minutes146



Rhodes 73 Improvisation 2, 2018, single-channel video, 3:10 minutes 147



What Would Woody Do?, 2018, print, 24 x 34 inches148



Game On, Gamelan (337is Distributing Threes & Sevens to Boson Spin & Glenn Sogge), 2018, print, 24 x 34 inches 149



Guadalupe (Vogue), 2018, print, 24 x 34 inches150



Healing Pool, 2018, print, 24 x 60 inches 151



Keyed Feedback, 2018, three-channel video, 18:02 minutes152



Blue Jay in Flight, 2018, drawing, 11 x 17 inches 153



Anubis Crossing, 2018, single-channel video, 5:11 minutes154



Red-Robed Self-Portrait, 2018, woodcut print, 24 x 36 inches 155



Chairs, 2018, photo polymer print, 24 x 36 inches156



Leaves, 2018, photo polymer print, 24 x 36 inches 157



Tire Leaf, 2018, photo polymer print, 24 x 36 inches158



Tree Roots, 2018, photo polymer print, 24 x 36 inches 159



Irony, 2018, cast iron and raw iron ore sculpture160



They Say You, 2018, single-channel video, 20:49 minutes 161



Synth Self-Portrait, 2018, single-channel video, 0:44 minutes162



Synth Self-Portrait, 2018, single-channel video, 0:44 minutes 163



Synth Self-Portrait, 2018, single-channel video, 0:44 minutes
164
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Triple Immersive COLOR, 2018, three-channel video, 4:13 minutes166



Installation view of Triple Immersive COLOR 167



Scion Studies 1 Aloe Vera, 2019, stereo audio, 23:44 minutes168



Scion Studies 2 Psilocybe cubensis Ecuador, 2019, stereo audio, 3:15 minutes 169



Ecuadored, 2019, single-channel video, 1:02 minutes170



Screening of THot Reds, 2019, single-channel video, 1:49 minutes 171



Amorphous, 2019, single-channel video, 2:30 minutes172



Quad Staircase Rhodes, 2019, single-channel video, 1:31 minutes 173



Snowalking, 2019, single-channel video, 1:45 minutes174



Sensitive Dueting (Honey, I Got Traps I Ain't Even Checked Yet), 2019, stereo audio, 14:12 minutes 175



Pickups, 2019, single-channel video, 8:38 minutes176



Wound Maker (Be Wary of False Gauze!), 2019, sheet glass, one pound of salt, glue & binder clips, wood base: 19 x 6 inches, glass: 16 x 12 x 1 inches 177



Would It Get Some Wind (Siew Wai Kok Performance), 2019, performance, 23:57 minutes178



Fragile Vessels, 2019, video/sculpture/installation, size varies 179



Connectome, 2019, performance, 90 minutes180



All-Source, 2019, single-channel video, 11:25 minutes 181



The Akashic MayPole, 2019, single-channel video, 2:27 minutes182



More Than Two, 2019, single-channel video, 1:52 minutes 183



The Eyes Have It!!!, 2019, single-channel video, 2:23 minutes184



Seeking, 2019, single-channel video, 2:46 minutes 185



Blossoms, 2019, single-channel video, 4:55 minutes186



Rectilinear, 2019, single-channel video, 4:33 minutes 187



PLATO No. 6620 Genuine PLATO Hats (Platonic Solids Edit), 2019, single-channel video, 4:39 minutes188



Incoming Message (Dream Melody No. One), 2019, single-channel video, 5:33 minutes 189



Vector Scans, 2019, single-channel video, 13:20 minutes190



Inside View of Mask, 2019, single-channel video, 2:36 minutes 191



Fluxus Duo MP Structure MVIP V4, 2019, single-channel video, 23:07 minutes192



Windowscreen Trees, 2019, single-channel video, 4:07 minutes 193



Blue Waters, 2019, single-channel video, 1:00 minutes194



Floodable Airlock, 2019, single-channel video, 1:32 minutes 195



Unexpected, 2019, print, 8.5 x 11 inches196



Book the First (Cover), 2019, book, 32 pages 197



Lunar Orbit Lander Issues, 2019, single-channel video, 1:00 minutes198



Mystic Circuits ANA, 2019, single-channel video, 4:15 minutes 199



You Can Rest, 2019, single-channel video, 5:04 minutes200



Trip NaviShapes, 2019, single-channel video, 0:31 minutes 201



Right Hand, 2019, single-channel video, 1:32 minutes202



Left Hand, 2019, single-channel video, 4:37 minutes 203



Snap, 2019, single-channel video, 2:32 minutes204



Snap, 2019, seven-channel video, 2:32 minutes 205



Elk, 2019, single-channel video, 0:48 minutes206



Stations of the Cross, 2019, pamphlet, 8.5 x 11 207



#nosynthpatterngeneration, 2019, book, project ongoing208



Road (Cover), 2019, book, 50 pages 209



T-shirts I Once Owned, 2019, book, 200 pages210



Under Reach, 2019, single-channel video, 0:36 minutes 211



Bird Banding, 2019, single-channel video, 10:11 minutes212



Fortress Fedback, 2019, single-channel video, 0:33 minutes 213



 Spheres Studies (Installation), 2019, multi-channel video/installation, duration and measurements variable214



Spheres Studies (Animation), 2019, single-channel video, 0:35 minutes 215



Wing Ceremony, 2019, performance, 90 minutes216



Wing Ceremony, 2019, two-channel video, 8:26 minutes 217



Wing Ceremony, 2019, two-channel video, 11:14 minutes218



HB IORT, 2019, single-channel video, 0:30 minutes 219



Ov Power, 2019, single-channel video, 0:30 minutes220



Falcon First Flight, 2019, installation, duration and measurements variable 221



Watcher, 2020, single-channel video, 1:15 minutes222



Enforcement, 2020, single-channel video, 6:02 minutes 223



Black & White Sync Forms, 2020, single-channel video, 10:12 minutes224



Torn Wings, 2020, single-channel video, 1:07 minutes 225



In Flight On Wing, 2020, single-channel video, 15:26 minutes226



Meandering Wavetable for Polivoks Filter, 2020, stereo audio, 5:51 minutes 227



About a Frame, 2020, print, 18 x 22 inches228



I Ching Hexagram 58, 2020, print, 18 x 22 inches 229



Birdscape, 2020, single-channel video, 5:19 minutes230



Owl Tritone, 2020, print, 18 x 22 inches 231



Visualization Animation for Music for 18 Musicians, 2020, single-channel video, 12:15 minutes232
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Research Notes
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Research Notes
While I was in Alfred completing my MFA, I always had a 
paper notebook, an iPhone and/or an iPad, and often all 
three. I used them daily to capture details of my research 
and studies and to document my practice with photos and 
videos. I worked tirelessly to note the non-stop stream of 
useful information emanating from my professors’ deep 
wells of knowledge of both process and history. My cohort 
never tapped the brakes in between classes, instead always 
game to compare notes and share ideas about artists and 
authors that connected in some way with our efforts. 

That rich environment of active minds engaging in 
exploration and evolving discussion is something I love 
about being in school. I’ve missed its daily influence during 
the time I have been at home. 

The following notes represent two of the buckets I 
frantically caught information in. The printed text files 
are from the Notes app on my phone, and the handwritten 
notes and drawings come from my iPad and Pencil and 
were captured in Notability (which I found up to almost 
every task I threw at it). The only missing repository of 
notes are my physical paper journals which I did not have 
time to fully scan for reproduction here; a task served by 
a future residency perhaps? Or, if you’re really keen, come 
and visit and I’ll let you browse the originals.
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Endnote
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Wife cell: 607 590 6282

Endnote, Refworks, Zot$ro, M)nd)l)y 
Art history guide, writing & citing
Chic)go Style most likely

Hond% Rep%ir %t Donʼs Automotive
R%di%tor 
Timing Belt 
W%terpump
V%lve cover G%sket
Sp%rkplug holes h%ve oil
Tune up
Oil Pressure switch dripping
Oil ch%nge

$1500
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Eric Southerʼs recommend1tion: How Forrest Think 1n Anthropology of the Non 
Hum1n

Soci%l Pr%ctice

Brett Hunter SDS He%d. Soci%l Pr%ctice cont%ct

One site %fter %nother miwon kwon 

Convers%tion pieces gr%nt kester 

P%blo Helgure% Educ%tion Soci%lly Eng%ged Art

Cre%tive Tome gr%nting %gency, & conference 

Steve L%mbert inter%ctivity 

Cre%tive Art Ensemble 

New Medi( PHD progr(ms:

Medi( Study PHD Buff(lo:
https://medi(study.buff(lo.edu/progr(ms/gr(du(te/phd-in-medi(-study/ 

DXArts Se(ttle, full ride PHD :
https://dx(rts.w(shington.edu/dx(rts-phd

VCU Richmond Medi(, Art, & Text PHD:
https://m(tx.vcu.edu/

RISDI (nd MICA supposedly h(ve PHD progr(ms? 

RPI: 
http://www.(rts.rpi.edu/pl/doctor-philosophy-electronic-(rts

Ro#d trip with Rebekk#h P#lov to BASILICA SOUNDSCAPE 2018

Attended Community Sp#ces In The Underground p#nel

Ger#ld O'Gr#dy hired Tony Conr#d: 
http://www.v#sulk#.org/#rchive/Artists4/O'Gr#dy/gener#l.pdf

Jon Welste#d University Milw#ukee synth electronic l#b:
https://uwm.edu/#rts/directory/welste#d-jon/

PUBLIQu(rtet NYC, 9 ye(rs, Publiq Access progr(m to commission new works
Freedom (nd F(ith new (lbum fe(turing women composers. Forthcoming 
residency (t The N(tion(l S(wdust F(ctory, suspended from springs in NYC to 
(void subw(y sounds

Jesse Montgomery (Smoke from Bre(k Aw(y)

Ell( Fitzger(ld A Tisket A T(sket

Jessic( Meyer Getting to the Now, Ye(rs of Envy

S(nt( F(mil( Mind the G(p Von Bingen

Nin( third movement technique not(tion m(rking:  h(rmonic gliss(ndo. Use 
(rrows/limes to indic(te desired pitch directions.

Co#gul# XP #udio softw#re

Morg#n Higby Flowers

“T#lking #bout music is like d#ncing #bout #rchitecture”

Andersonʼs direction is v#ried #nd competent on the whole. But some of the 
slog#ns fl#shed on the re#r screen projections (“T#lking #bout music is like 
d#ncing #bout #rchitecture “) rush by so f#st th#t the jokes #re e#sily missed.”

[PNLA] 1986 July 18, Phil#delphi# D#ily News, A Sense of L#urie Anderson by 
Jon#then T#kiff, [Review of “Home of the Br#ve” by L#urie Anderson], P#ge 43, 
Phil#delphi#, Pennsylv#ni#. (NewsB#nk)

“Strictly considered, writing #bout music is #s illogic#l #s singing #bout 
economics. All the other #rts c#n be t#lked #bout in the terms of ordin#ry life #nd 
experience. A poem, # st#tue, # p#inting or # pl#y is # represent#tion of 
somebody or something, #nd c#n be me#sur#bly described (the purely #esthetic 
v#lues #side) by describing wh#t it represents.”

[NRSE] 1918 Febru#ry 9, The New Republic, The Unseen World by H. K. M., P#ge 
63, Vol. 14, The Republic Pub. Co.  (Google Books gives #n incorrect d#te of 1969. 
Quot#tion verified on microfilm)

http://books.google.com/books?
id=Q2ICAAAAIAAJ&q=%22singing+#bout%22#se#rch_#nchor

Adv$nced Electronic Arts (Scheer)

Tuesd$y September 11:

Pl$yed D$wn Speer $nd discussed process. He felt $ desire to move through $nd 
inter$ctive sp$ce $nd we discussed the possibility of $n environment with the field 
recording $s $ glue, $nd the perh$ps the p$rticul$r field sounds (cr$nes, frogs, 
geese, etc) $nd composed sounds could be triggered by $ visitorʼs movement in 
the displ$y sp$ce. 

He mentioned loc$l spot: Kettle L$ke Bog

And $lso comp$red elements to G$ry Hillʼs T$ll Ships

St$ff of Holmes $uditorium: Ev$n Linz$ phone 607 871 2167
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Index DVD

Phillip Jeffreyʼs W'll Coverings Owner don'ted the f'bric printer 'nd is coming in 
October. Andrew 'sked me to m'ke ' print for him.

Time b'sed (Deutsch)

G'li is t'king the cl'ss with us. Her husb'nd Jon'th'n te'ches in cer'mics.

Nin', junior.

Stockh'usen How Time P'sses

Lucifer stopped time

Unified Time Structure 
Multi l'yers 

Sirius, electronic, voice, trumpet

Tempor'l, frequency, l'yers, & time.

Pierre Sch'fer Reduced Listening, donʼt he'r the instruments, donʼt n'me it. 
Acousm'tic music, from Socr'tes hiding behind ' curt'in

Pierre Henry, Luc Ferr'ri Cinem' for The E'rs, 'mbiguities of the sound. Not 
directly n'rr'tive.

Keith Rowe AMM

Boulez vs C'ge: book by Mich'el Nym'n
Time 'nd tone in music

Andrew c'lls his work electro dyn'mic dr'wing

P'ul DeM'rinis

Which Fluxus person s'id "'ny sound goes with 'ny im'ge"

9/19 :

“The eye m'y be s'id to owe its existence to light, which c'lls forth, 's it were, ' 
sense th't is 'kin to itself; the eye, in short, is formed with reference to light, to be 
fit for the 'ction of light; the light it cont'ins corresponding with the light without.” 
Joh'nn Wolfg'ng von Goethe

Interv#l Peter Green#w#y
Belly of An Architect

Street of Crocodiles Qu#y Brothers Bruno Schultz

Decodings Mich#el W#llin
R#lph Gibson Equiv#lence Photo Book

Filmm#kers T#k#hiko Iimur# 

Orient#tion horizont#l

Printer
Print 2 sided
L#yout
Short edge binding

Finishing
St#pling
S#ddle stitch l#ndsc#pe

Setup/preview p#ges in order

File 
Autom#te

Window 
Actions
Cle#r #ll
New #ction
N#me
Record
File open
Click on 1
Im#ge
Im#ge size
Res#mple checked
Resolution  
240
S#ve #s
Select new folder
File
Close
Stop button
File #utom#te
B#tch
Source folder
Check #ll boxes
Destin#tion 
Folder

9/18
W#tched these four films:

Cl#ss: Work #nd An#lysis (Contino) 
Zine det#ils:
32 p#ges
8 & 1/2 by 11 300 DPI

To insert im#ge:
File, Pl#ce 
Point to im#ge folder

If enl#rging do it in Photoshop, not Indesign

To resize Right click, Fit, Fit Proportion#lly 

View, displ#y perform#nce, high qu#lity

File, P#ck#ge - full resolution #rchive of everything into single folder

09/04/18
Visiting Artist Videofre#k 
Al#n Riley
2010-2012 EIA MFA gr#d
Allen-Riley.com

Book: Finite & Infinite G#mes, FLIKR & Sl#ck inspired by the book
Augmenting Hum#n Intellect DC Engelbort

ubu web site is useful resource: Check out Aspen M#g#zine 

To print book to ib#:
File Print Booklet
Type two up s#ddle stitch
Print bl#nk printer spre#ds checked

Print settings ib# 
Setup 
Orient#tion horizont#l 
P#ge position centered

P#ge setup
ib#
Ledger 11x17

w+nted cert+in object to seem to flo+t on th+t white 
p+ge. M+ny of the sc+ns ended up with bl+ck +s 
the b+ckground, which w+s fine for some of the 
l+yout I explored. I w+s interested in cre+ting 
repe+ted p+tterns +nd sh+pes by copying, p+sting, 
reversing, inverting, etc. Indesign w+s finicky +bout 
some of th+t +nd put the h+ndles for moving things 
in weird sp+ces off the +re+ of the p+ge I w+s 
working in. The lesson I le+rned from this is to work 
on those v+ri+tions in PS prior to working in ID. 
Another thing I le+rned when printing, w+s th+t my 
im+ges sizes were so DPI l+rge th+t it re+lly slowed 
down the us+bility of the +pplic+tion +nd of the 
print process. Reducing them signific+ntly to 
something like 75-240 DPI m+de things much 
sn+ppier in terms of perform+nce. Sc+n l+rge, 
reduce sm+ller, then l+yout +nd print.

sc+nner which +llows for very precise sc+n depth, 
even +t heights +bove the gl+ss, encour+ged me to 
work with sc+nning three dimension+l objects using 
the new Epson sc+nners in the l+b which were s+id 
to offer the s+me fe+ture. They donʼt. Willi+m +nd 
M+rk +nd I s+t +nd wrestled with the settings, 
m+nu+l, +nd web se+rches to see if +nyone h+d 
worked out how to get th+t fe+ture to work…+nd we 
c+me up bl+nk. So I settled on moving forw+rd with 
the project without th+t c+p+city. I decided to sc+n 
+t 1200 DPI +s I knew I w+nted to be +ble to print 
full p+ge in high resolution. This decision me+nt 
longer times for sc+nning +s I h+d 94 items (17.6 
GB!) to +ccount for. I spent over 12 hours during the 
l+b p+rt of the process c+rting cont+iners of 
m+teri+ls from my home +lter sp+ces to my studio 
on the second floor, +nd then up to the 5th floor l+b 
for sc+nning. I took the st+irs during e+ch trip +nd 
my step count +nd flights of st+irs count were huge 
over those two d+ys.

Once the m+teri+ls were sc+nned in I set to work 
exploring p+rts of Photoshop Iʼd not re+lly used 
before. I h+d v+gue recollections of + m+gic w+nd 
tool which would let me select p+rts of the im+ges 
b+sed on some sort of edge detection. I knew th+t 
the p+per we were working on w+s white, +nd I 

Process Journ+l: Book the First

The +ssignment for Willi+m Continoʼs Work +nd 
An+lysis cl+ss to cre+te + 32 p+ge 11 by 17 book/
zine presented me with + number of ch+llenges 
rel+ted to my technic+l experiences, or r+ther l+ck 
of experiences. The l+st time I used +ny sort of 
p+ge l+yout softw+re w+s in P+ge M+ker, so things 
h+ve ch+nged quite + bit in the intervening ye+rs. 
Fortun+tely my experience using Premiere +nd 
Audition in the Adobe Cre+tive Cloud Suite h+d +t 
le+st p+rti+lly +cclim+ted me to some of the 
concepts, shortcuts, +nd views used +cross the 
+pplic+tions. This w+s +lso the first time I h+d such 
e+sy +ccess to + v+riety of printers +nd processes. 
It took sever+l p+sses within the nested settings for 
the Toshib+ printer. Something +s simple +s content 
orient+tion (l+ndsc+pe or portr+it), +nd the finishing 
options for folding (short edge) +nd st+pling 
(s+ddle stitch), took time to le+rn +nd +pply. 

For the +ctu+l process of g+thering content for the 
book, I decided to c+pture +spects rel+ted to my 
d+ily ritu+l pr+ctices of honoring the spirits +nd 
directions. H+ving seen the results of Joseph 
Scheerʼs moth sc+ns which utilize +nd speci+l 
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Turn printer on 
For print use tiff, or RAW

For video work in SRGB, compresses highlights >nd sh>dows

Best color sp>ce for printing Adobe RGB

Photoshop:
-Edit color settings set to Adobe RGB 
-document profile, Edit convert to profile needed
-e>ch printer h>s > profile
-e>ch p>per h>s > profile
ALWAYS US “CONVERT TO PROFILE”

Monitor brightness setting to >ll but three filled

Interpol>te to m>ke im>ge bigger, p>per is 24 inches wide, m>ke im>ge 20 inches 
wide (2 inches bl>nk on either side)

300 DPI Res>mple sm>ller or l>rger im>ge to chosen resolution, bicubic, ne>rest 
neighbor 

When re>dy to print:
W>tercolor C>non 6400, Museum Etching p>per
Print settings, put in correct p>per size, m>n>ge custom sizes, >dd one, double 
click title >nd n>me width by height,user define, fine w>tercolor C>non, 24 x 34, 
ok, L>yout, color m>tching ColorSync >utom>tic, s>ve
Color h>ndling printer m>n>ges color, perceptu>l (continuous tone) selected
Hit print, ok, print, ok

Reeves BFK p*per W*lter Wright 

M*ple shows less gr*in
Cherry shows more
O*k shows most

Xu*n p*per

Int*glio etching engr*ving below the surf*ce, ink pushed below surf*ce *nd 
pulled out by d*mp p*per- polymer pl*te, film positive process. Repl*ces photo 
gr*veure *nd is less toxic

Woodblock is relief printing

Pl*in*gr*phic is lithogr*phy, oil *nd w*ter doesnʼt mix, *ll t*kes pl*ce on s*me 
surf*ce

Stencil or screen printing, e*rliest type of printing on c*ves in Sp*in & Fr*nce

Digit*l Prints:

Super high res to obt*in highest qu*lity

Lowest res from video 640x480 for st*tue mouths

St*r three ply p*per

Cloud Dr*gon P*per

One degree of freedomM"rkʼs reccomend"tions : 

Bergen & ke"ney sw"mps

Chimney Bluffs

Zo"r v"lley

The Ledges:

St"y right by Big Dipper, 1/4 ledges in right, curve is st"rt of ledges, cross bridge, 
p"rking lot on left gr"vel pit, w"lk b"ck in creek, creek diverges he"d west 

X&Y components of .udio & video

Audio Amplitude & Frequency 

Video Chrom. & Lum.

Song Del)y Jo)n Jon)sRel$tion$l Aesthetics

Post Studio

Ch#se Anger Unger d#nce te#cher might be up for sound coll#bor#tion 

Also folk inclined music person

Print #nd Video for experiment#tion 

After effects or premiere full Rez exports of stills

Screen c#pture in m#c

Hsini-Des Photogr#phy #djunct te#ching lighting #nd into soci#l pr#ctice 
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Polymer print

Turn on /nd w/rm up

Push & turn to turn on

Run 2-3 exposures to w/rm up

Expose 120 seconds (V/cuum @ .008)

W/sh 55 seconds

Dry 660 seconds

Post exposure 3 x 120 seconds 

Iʼm % pr%ctic%l cre%tive d%ncer.Int$glio process 

8 bit

Gr$ysc$le 

Size to pl$te

Bl$ck down to 80%
Cmd m
Curve 80

Cmd $c v
Duplic$te s$me l$yer

Soft light

Fl$tten im$ge

Curves b$ck to 80

Add 

C$nv$s , white , move up, 12 “

18 point font n$me

Fl$tten

S$ve new n$me

I just thought 
Wh+t + genius 
I just thought 
V+guely Jesus

s've

S'me thing for next l'yer, ch'nge 'ngle

For my block:
Red cut 65 100, second p'ss 50 100
Bl'ck 65 100, second p'ss 50 100

Stucki is dithered h'lftone 

Scheer h'lftone l'ser print.

Import'nt photo in Lightroom to tr'nsform to best bl'ck 'nd white possible. Get 
most r'nge of tones.

Export TIFF 300 dpi

Open in PS 'djust im'ge size to block size

Convert to gr'ysc'le, disc'rd color l'yers.

Im'ge mode bitm'p, 300 dpi, h'lftone screen.

Frequency (lines per inch)

85 lpi with elliptic'l dots

L'ser cuts wh'tever is bl'ck. Turn into neg'tive by inverting with cmd i 

Color sep'r'tion

Resize for block

Sep'r'te colors, select color r'nge choose gr'y, hold shift key down to get other 
colors, high fuzziness, copy p'ste

L'yer merge vis'ble 

Im'ge mode gr'ysc'le, donʼt merge

Fl'tten im'ge both colors, s've to desk top, disc'rd

Use history to see other l'yers

Im'ge mode 8 bit

Cle'n up 'nd d'rken im'ge, curves middle boots ' lot, cle'n 'g'in

M'ke into h'lftone 

85 lines, round or elliptic'l, 45 degrees (ch'nge degree for e'ch l'yer) invert 'nd 

Crop to just wh,t w,nted sc,nned 

Print in 8 bit shows no difference from 16 bit ,ccording to Joseph

Bl,ck p,per behind sc,nned p,per will prevent bleed through in sc,n

Scheer Epson sc,nning:

Monitor three b,rs

Check PS for sc,nner softw,re 
L,yer, Info, History open
P,nel options

Turn sc,nner on
Open Epson Sc,n 2

Sc,n settings: photogr,ph for most things
Sc,nner gl,ss
Document type: reflective
Resolution: 300 fin,l output, sm,ll object to blow up higher rez 
Color m,n,gement: color control, 2.2
Colorsync: Epson st,nd,rd
Sc,n qu,lity: high
T,rget: Adobe RGB
Im,ge form,t: tiff 
48 bit color highest rez 

Adv,nced settings:
Unsh,rp m,sk: middle (me,ns sh,rpening)
Color restor,tion: off
B,cklit correction: off
Descreening: off (de,ls w/ h,lftones) c,n cre,te moire by l,yering screens
Dust remov,l: off

Preview:
Use Adv,nce settings, det,iled ,djustments 
Color b,l,nce: (good to correct weird colors)
Gr,y b,l,nce intensity: (correct c,st)
Tone correction: curves (donʼt throw ,ny inform,tion ,w,y) slight s curve to 
improve contr,st
Histogr,m: stretch out tones

Resolution: 22x30 print should be ,round 100MB, sc,n , bit more th,n you w,nt 
to print, 44”x7-8 feet from , GB file
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Phenomenology: philosophy of consciousness 

Hermeneutics: philosophic5l inquiry into how we m5ke interpret5tions 

Test P'tterns (2018) Victori' Keddie

B'squi'tʼs first b'nd. Pl'ying with tech 't his time. “Wh't w's the electricity like? 
Letʼs go in there.”

Pl#nt feet when m#rvering. Donʼt w#lk it. M#rver both directions.Things to get in Alfred
-p2ssports 
-pillow
-green bl2nket
-he2ters
-checkbook
-LZX
-boxes

Mel$nie Bon$jo Furniture Bond$geH"nging "nd finishing prints:

Tips from Joseph

Me"sure h"lf inch on "ll sides, put screw in w"ll, m"gnet on p"per to screw.

Eye level 62 inches, print centered

S"ndp"per 120 for removing unw"nted m"rks.

Immersive g*llery det*ils

spe*ker setup:
Right = b*ck left l/r
Middle = front l/r
Left = b*ck right l/r

projector:
1280x720

 
Z Cam 2 VC TBC setup

vi.sgadocgtuexIG.IT

Vgs tfoAexI MEEE

ni

Iy
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Issues w/ M)rble Index:

Using RGB sign)l ch)in input from c)mer) to Visu)l Cortex through to M)rble 
Index:
-Op)city CH. A m)in knob, & Op)city VC knob both h)ve intermittent shorts 
(firmly pressing knobs in/down triggers shorting beh)vior)
-Individu)lly CH. A , CH. B. & B)ckground do not fully bl)ck out with RGB color 
knobs fully counter clockwise & )ssoci)ted Mix switches eng)ged in upper 
position.

Solid Works in McM.hon l.b

Rhino

Google sketch up

Fusion 360

D.vid Greene
greene@.lfred.edu

Del"nd"ʼs ide"s of molecul"r inter"ctions gener"ting "t singul"r points in sp"ce 
which c"n exp"nd, vi" energetic possibilities, into specific forms. This is further 
exp"nded in the w"y th"t the im"ge fills the form from within "nd then bends it 
"round the exterior surf"ce re"lly excites me.

Blue E"r for White Cubes
C"st gl"ss
6 inches by 6 inches
Re"r Projection

The "ngle of the c"st gl"ss form, "nd the conc"ve circle meet to cre"te " ne"rly 
hologr"phic dimension"lity when viewed from cert"in "ngles from the front side.

S"lt 16 x 13

Mirror bubble 13 x 7

Blue gl"ss 6 x 6

I got re"lly c"rried "w"y "nd eng"ged in this process "nd cre"ted multiple 
screens out of gl"ss. Some of them were unmitig"ted dis"sters but I kept pressing 
on. I pl"n on showing my findings with demonstr"tions of up to three screens if 
time "llows. Here they "re in my order of preference (me"ning if I c"n only sh"re 
one, it'll be the first one):

Wound M"ker (Be W"ry of F"lse G"uze!) 
sheet gl"ss, one pound of s"lt, glue, & binder clips
16 inches by 13 inches
Projection (either front or re"r)

This one w"s so me"n to me! I worked on this ide" for " week. Origin"lly st"rting 
with olive oil-so"ked p"per (which turns the p"per tr"nslucent) "nd burnishing 
s"lt into the surf"ce of the p"per. I couldnʼt get enough of the s"lt to "dhere "nd 
st"y on the p"per though. I then hit on the ide" of wedging " l"yer of s"lt between 
to p"nes of gl"ss. This proved tricky in other w"ys, not le"st of which is the 
fr"gility of the p"nes I h"ve "ccess to. I broke six pieces tot"l trying to do this 
("nd m"n"ged to cut my fingers, which m"de things more ch"llenging), including 
the fin"l one Iʼm presenting. It cr"cked "t the l"st minute in "n unexpected w"y, 
when the s"lt exp"nded "fter gluing the two p"nels together. The pressure "nd 
movement of the s"lt while the glue dried induced the long horizont"l cr"ck on 
one side. Either side c"n be projected on but I will demonstr"te it in " re"r 
projection c"p"city, projecting on the cr"cked side to cre"te the im"ge on the 
other side. As it is structur"lly d"m"ged, he"vy, "nd potenti"lly d"ngerous, I will 
h"nd hold this screen during the demonstr"tion.

Ph"se Sp"ce
Blown gl"ss, with h"nd-mirrored surf"cing
Dimensions v"ri"ble, "pproxim"tely 13 inches by 7 inches
Re"r projection

I love how this looks "nd beh"ves "nd cre"ting it h"s fed m"ny new ide"s for 
cre"ting "n inst"ll"tion.  In cre"ting "nd titling the work, I considered M"nuel 

S"nd molds for gl"ss

4% benzonite to s"nd

W"ter conserv"tively "s needed to d"mpen

Mikel& 

Bl&st 150 $54.99

Perform&nce 60 $44.99 

$39.99

ECO Auto $5

xfinity my &ccount

!.

b.

c.

Museum Moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig, Vienn., April 25 - June 15, 1997 
(Vienn., New York: Springer, 1997), 64.
2. Brigitte Reutner, in VALIE EXPORT - Dr.wings, in VALIE EXPORT Time 
.nd Countertime, W.lther König, Köln; Bilingu.l edition (April 30, 2011), 216.
3. Sylvi. Szely, EXPORT LEXIKON. Chronologie der bewegten Bilder bei 
VALIE EXPORT. (Vienn.: Sonderz.hl Verl.g, 2007), 202.

!.

VALIE EXPORT 
.uf + .b + .n + zu [up + down + on + off]
1968/2004
exp.nded movie
perform.nce dr.wing 
dimensions v.ri.ble 150 x 200 cm (60 x 79 in) or 190 x 270 cm (75 x 107 in)
dur.tion v.ri.ble (8R00 minutes for this reen.ctment)

This piece origin.lly included film .nd its projection onto . sheet of p.per where 
viewers were invited to dr.w on the surf.ce of the p.per while the film pl.yed. In 
my rese.rch I w.s un.ble to find .ny video references to view how it m.y h.ve 
looked, nor .ny photos or descriptions of how it w.s inst.lled or precise 
inform.tion on how p.rticip.nts inter.cted with it while dr.wing. Inste.d I h.ve 
two stills from the film, .nd two completed dr.wings for reference to inform my 
reen.ctment. In prep.r.tion for the reen.ctment I utilized photogr.phic source 
im.ges of stills from EXPORTʼs bl.ck .nd white film stitching them together 
fr.me-by-fr.me to cre.te .n eight-minute video which m.y be simil.r in look .nd 
feel to EXPORTʼs film. This video will be projected in the Sound Studio using . 
video projector .nd, in the reen.ctment, I will pl.y the role of p.rticip.nt/viewer 
by dr.wing on the p.per during the projection.

EXPORT describes the film:

“The viewer, whose p.rticip.tion in the production of the film is essenti.l, uses 
the writing implement to .dd to wh.t is covered on the celluloid. In the end, wh.t 
you see in the white projected squ.re .re the lines .nd symbols of the reproduced 
reproduction.” (1)

“Thus the dr.wing, cre.ted during the projection of the film .nd origin.ting 
through the .ction of the p.rticip.nt, becomes the .ctu.l film.” (2)

Spe.king of the dr.wing EXPORT st.tes th.t it is:

“the culmin.tion so to spe.k … The .re.s on the celluloid th.t .re p.inted over 
.re, in . w.y, supplemented with . dr.wing; in other words, .nyone who d.res to 
go up to the c.nv.s .nd dr.w will end up with . completely individu.l, unique 
film.” (3)

1. VALIE EXPORT, in Split:Re.lity: VALIE EXPORT, exhibition c.t.log 
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Work & An)lysis Joseph Scheer

Joe out September 10th
September 17th we present 

Present)tion on two ex)mples on how )n )rtist uses text with im)ges, web, book, 
)rticle, interview, inst)ll)tion, inter)ctive medi), etc.

Critique ide)s )nd present to e)ch other.

Alfred credits needed for l.st ye.r:S"lted gl"ss screen dimensions 

Wood b"se:
19x6

Gl"ss:
16x12x1
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Foster Lake Bird Baoding
Early falconers have done if 200 yearsMist net for songbirds
50 s rocket wets Gforshorebirdsshotgun nets exist
Dm 136ft C 3mfoft.lt Japanese rigidvisit wet every 20 40 minutesrisks involved birds ca die FederalPermitrequired pass 2 wk traiog coursecentralized DB for tracking USGS managed3easons to band Biological servicesHealpopulateddensify BirdBaoding carshard to estimate populationfrom

baoding EADADAincludedmigratory patterns CAN Do Amducks geese 20 3080 recapture quebandssong birds less than 2020
MAPS monitoring avian population
Protocol BreedingseasonDwe're doing it w O migration
create lanes in vegetation for Deb
Bird in haod
Speirs sex age hatch yearSibley s ID speciesID GUIDE N Am Birds CRileGuidedwing length
as 4 sizes
migrating birds Need FAT visibledepositsfairsacmolt feather wear tGrace GCbulgiogybyfurcal
skullingring ifling








































































































Lungs series of airsa CS
bubbles thirdsome siege some IN pairM 5 have tidal flow respitoryrattedLungs blind sacsleaves IN less optimal air GowoDBirds have a flow through systemid all the way to back throughlungs out Sort of like fishAnseriformes Ducks Geese swabs

Divingldabbling ducks
sounds

mourning doveGH Owl
Barred On I
E Screech ow
whip poor will

9112119 air sacs are third film NO
muscles in them flight musclesare what squeeze the sacs humanshavediaphragmspring loaded furcula ftp.asptiefi

pumps airisvoluntary twitch when not
flyingAir sacs can be used as cooling mechanismliquid to gas wicks heat Birds don't sweatAir sacs in skull as shock absorbers Northernprotects brains in to diving GANN et








































































































I co is w a

Excretory system weak by itself
uric acid is produced Set rid of nitrogenP eaipn.itgtefscsavesHeO simplekidneys reptilianNot toxic w in egg

no bladder fewloopsofoldTwite part of guano Birds don't peemetabolicallycostyshell isolated from female bodysalt glands i excrete salt conserveHeoTao drink sea Hz0

GEO
nasal salt glaudA Nostril w salt secretionslose HD throughrespiration

Hf lossprevention air LungsGaturated

y eE E4 chambered heart largerpumps more bloodlarger proportionate then usHigh Need muscles
Piegeou nest.r 1153pm

flying 670 bpmlargenucleated red blood cells CoxygedtransportBespit Oz ambient air interface w blooddistribute coz other waymost efficient respitory system in theanimal world
z demands forflight are extremely high








































































































Deeks RS Hawk
RT HawkB EagleAm Kestrel

9 101921 pAfI jyY I a AKestrelQuiff
Digest in system takes BarRedShoulderHawk
most space RedTail Hawk
pie ernotablefeatures gizzard

esophagus

storage
tf proventriculusgg startofstomackfEfzidymesTho

GizzardGtouamsagh
yzq

addedher

Sgdg
intestine o

cloaca multipurposeduct
sshort track advantage fast metabolismfruitflesh costlyfor Not storingmultiple

plaut toproduce meals weightreductiogmammalswould crashdisadvantage less nutrition from
eeds so

chewing birds pass seeds to plant
what is eatenGeese herbivore larger system symbiosis ofbacteria
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total see UV spectrum polarized light HB enviroIorientatigAvigationmake contain E s that help seemagnetic fields color sensorshigh flicker threshold image refreshesmore often seen in fast navigation is tenseforecastscompensationg reflexes to hold headstill parasympathetic
Vision A Nictitating men raveprotects the eye o provide underKDprotection

Am Dipper passerine lives is streamsenestsIN Hzofalls Songbird Dotheycall under
ftp.gsomatosensory sense oftouchcentered aroundtongue beak e feet fan WoodcockRictal bristles Parsraque Nighthawk

almostallbirdshave them
falconsifornes Diurnal birds of PreyFalcons 5 id N Ann

Kestrel
merlin
peregrineGyrfaf.coButeo hawkstargetbroad Red tail shoulderAccipters Forrest hawks huotbirdslong tail stubbysharpshinedCoopersGoshawk New world vulturesEagles Baldy de should be elsewhereOsprey
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Bones have hollow chambers i body struts
diving birds have denser bones
skull HEE

yer CbcP.es e88y'IEFsbirds
exp rapid growth as

younggrow faster to adult size faster thanany other vertebrateshort cuts grow low quality feathers bonesbe replaced later
youngbird only 1 starting layer of bone ofbraid caseskull ing wet back of head push feathers tosee through skin to see bone structuremusculature supracoracoideus raise

wingPectoralisfoulswingdown
teams atq.gr dfetoboDe huterousDeltoid

rowing motion rotalite wingoutwardiforward
09105119W Uropygial gland Preed GlandPimple lower back above tail modifiedsweat gland produces oil y wn tocondition feathersH2Oproof UVprotection delaysolfaction poorly developed mechanical wearcompared to mammalsshorter Air passages for smellu Ee smI tube noses sahygzfrw.azgers pdagievision

proportionately large Eye socket largecompared
to braincase
eyes cannot move w D their sockets lack eyemuscles asweightreductionstrategy








































































































radar can show roost rings Aar Eveningbats show spiral pattern Exodous PM
why is ornithology significant I Birds are dinosaursDinos aren't extinct
main events in birds evolutionary historywhat is a birdBird nomenklaturahow

mady species Kd
901600breedBird Auato

y PhysiologyEIS details during later activityunique to birdsskeleton teas major wingbone insidehe bird Beard is not elbow elbow inside bird
Near humorous Bend is the wristB ty fused short tailbonela wishboneFlight1breathivgcoracod.f root part of shoulder bigthick flightlight requires stout girdle to work againstu tsto lSterNum

cariuqLkFlying is a huge driver of
evolutionaryuoueltiesastF.skioseafcaNaQ largest concentrate of3,50 we ca.ua muscle on a birdTeodoro on each side lever to humerosPectoral I super coracorialial musclescoracoid is pilotprint

J
wavelength how far you need to changedifference in distance
close spectral livessodium yellow CD line 2 spectral lives rightnext to each other this system can measwdistance
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I l n er
ICE AGES

speies emerging speciation
Glacial refugia us Postglacial

expansionsplit ranges through changesin environment
isolation genetically No

refCharadriiformes shorebirdsfew breed in NV
Arctic breeders may swingthrough
Gulls terns breed around here

0 4 19 systematics conf
Biogeography as driver of speciation
Lorrension Ice sheet most recent glaciations
isolation No breeding afterHow Long does refugia take Postglacial speciationstickleback fishpost glacial range expansion Darwin finchesJuncos different sub species of Dark eyedrspeciesVsub.spec_iessbne.edw viableoffspringBegroup of interbreeding natural pops thatare reproductively isolated from othergroups
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to back 3 IN trout

front 2 back
Parallel speciation is problematic w convergence
The development of similar traits inunrelated lineages fparallel speciation
convergence weekend systematicsbased ON taxonomic charactersnow they are based ON DNApatternssystematics are a dynamic fieldClements checklist updatesAves by systematics yearlyLamping two species into onesplitting opposites
DNA sometimes confirms

sometimes surprisesnarrow view of DNA
window gets bigger en year

Biogeography can explainhow patterns emerge
Systematic reveal patternsvia Natural selection processAvifaunas Geolocation for speciesNeartic N AmericaNeotropical S American








































































































ROCKET NET EEE g
Bal chatri trap Roadside hawk trappingstarlingspigeons 00 tether tied to pole

Gruiformes craves
Steve Rivers Hunter podcast
N America 2 word 15
whooping 6 Tallest N American BirdInternation crave Foundationoperation migration

RT Hummingbird
B Kingfisher
Downy
Pileated
F Wood Pewee

10 3 19 Systematics
Represents diversification of lifeforms a pattern Not process likeveolutionshown as a phylogenetic tree
Bird relations are represented by
T.IE atias

It mostly through.tognoFulgsies EEEaIiEsBUT convergence is structuresCOMMON to infer

4
I Iea FEET.com enmooaoeestry








































































































Feather wear Edgeof PrimariesTail Abrasion commowshrubland birds wearthemast
poiotyltriangular juvibinutltruncated adult
Hormone driver
goes inside out on

primaries
Alula iothpr.ie iEIale

emargiuatedp6fflycottcher
alternate plumage signals Quality

9 25194 Moet cont

Eclipse P1 mage Ducks basifnonbreeding
plumageIlternate plumage is earlysynchronous wing molt allprimaries replacedat once No flyingNeed to be safe from preds Densebrushor openwaterneed high protein to do insectsfishseaducks Auseriformes fam AnatidaesubAll divers winter there sea notbreedscoters Harlequin merginae

Eiders
Long tailed duck q.ggw

knknQuiiofreoah5enDuck STUDYwhere do the breed transmitters psfloating nets decoysDucksfly 60 70MPH








































































































3 standard patternschida.pro basic molt I complete molt yrScarletFAS r

pre basic H Pre alternatemolfBobolink
Two completeCflightfeathers molts

pre basic molt pre
alternateflightfeather primaries secondaries scapularstertiariesTail feathers rectrices

Javi plumage 1st set flightfeathersto post javi
1st yrI A cross

Basic plumage pre basicAlternate plumage pre afteratepinfeathers waxy sheath grows feathersMOLT Limits 2 geo ON Wingp ycouert
secondary coverts undertail coverts








































































































I s 1
useless legs catact calls I'm herelessinvestment inegg

Alarm call troublecubation requires egg investment energyneeds nesting time inedbagt.IN isEE to 14 daysadult size 10 14 days ground nestersparents mustfeedhighproteindiet Catapillars are favoritebeggingbehavior brightinteriortostimulateparent'sfeedingfrom West
membrane encapsulates fecal sacks for removalfledge the nest Io zwks w parents learningresident birds 6 7 yearsfemale hormonal chn og.es 1 for eggs1 for en reffeed.mg

ifoasawtsgrousequails turkeys spruce grouseRuffed Grouse Drumm NW Adirondacswild Turkey hunted w stickVirginia Rail noose
Sora
killdeer

9 24 19
Ecosystem Services Needs providedreservationPapers Lastday of classes for humansDec 6 final copymoet.br t NorXogFeather molt

replacing feathersuv light abrasions salt water
Energetically costlyneed feathers for flight insulationreef gHdoesn't interfere w breeding or migratiopre alternate pre basic
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Female evolution to save weight lose'fefit
Yolk Nutrients Embryo food
Stell protectioulgas exchaugeLight Albumen protection Cshocklthermal
Dense Albumej Insulation

chalaza Suspends embryo not resting onedgeHammockBlastoderm early embryo Group of cellsshell calcium carbonate pores allowgasexchangeEggs are dynamic too
manypores Azo losstoo fewembryo uses shell to
grow bones

ToomuchCO2not
enough 02

Shell thins for
more gas

exchauge
BP broodpatchCfemal e

911911LPhysiology
Energy for migration stored fatstestosterone not beneficial
Incubation Bp usually infemales but eao beMff in woodpeckers1flickerscongbilled curlew shared in cwbatiojcmaesa.bgTightsitters dos't FEET.io Er aesgflesh from nesteasily s

Xs asynchronoushatchdrag my rope is open areas mostbirds CAN lay AN eggincubationerotic full clutch
chicks peep through eggs to

synchronously hate
stone on berk helps hatcheggs flew out by adults to remove visual cues erNatifeng.jpiEfsusiPreEEEiousyouog.fo predators whiteofegg

big closed eyes da'tstayinNest Ng feed on wasday I








































































































9117194 Qiz3T
Sight Sou ND S

A Whippoorwill Mourning Dove
B Barred Owl Barred owl
C N screech out G HornedOwl
D Great Horned owl whippoorwill

Reproduction
mate Testes develop only during the

breeding season increase 300 524Day Length Pituitary 61700ESHH follicle stimulatingLuteinizingother triggers EEeigfaeglfefIE.IP.sisiEEIIEitsTimed to increase my food
availabilityhei ninWSongbirds

sing to defend board
dariescolonialbirds breed in dose
groups

informational
center observe other's Sucesses

boo aw sperm cells mature highbodytempf ely tared thermostat
mammal testes not i side body keepssperm lowertempthanbodytempftp.ffec oyIrotubeaDceGdgeesggygl sperm maturesoutsideof
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downstroke adjust wing articulate
going to minimizednag.UA
upstroke MfEFF2

USE DRAG TO Show LANDangle wings body tail
stalling killed lift too manyvorticesFAL4CRASH
izgf.e.ge drag w o killing lift iqeEIoIia5tpTipnries9bpIusAIuLCthumbJAllow steep Aoglesof attack I slowingActs as second

winglet delayscreation of vorticesprevent stallinglike front of
19 edgeof

Att types of flight1 formation Flying Geese cranef Pelicanssome duckstake advantage of
wingtip vorticesslot into free lift up componedtwing tip vortices

IformatiodFlying soaring using thermal

liff7ggsqoawreirYfgFiorwuieIfiojdjFT.I of earthfrom sun
circle to stay in ColumSNrising air near mountains








































































































Ruby T han 34g Cd I Nicke
minimize weight
Lift Wing is an airfoilcreates Neg pressure aboveipos pressure below

c
t

EDowwwotsb H.semaximize lift upwash

Drag influenced by bodyshapeSSurface streamlined form reducesdrag
minimize drag

minimize Low pressure ioducesvortices apull drag
feathers even outirregularities 1 smooth thingsout reduce drag CadoidsalatioDThrust Generated w wios downstroke powerstrokeupstroke recovery stroke

Exception is in hovering








































































































0124119J Flight
Evolution
Hypothesis
arborealmodel from gliders to flyersfeathers for insulation led to glidingrial running hopping Iwingbeatingrunning assit hops w wing

beating
PouncingProauis ambush predators ambushhunting from elevatedplacesQs like these can be explored INembryonic stages studies
inclined

running wiogs help read upsteep in dives Cwiogassited iodine running
Forces acting on a flying birdc weight of bird
2 Lift c overcomes weight weight
to keep bird aloft I

3 Drag resistance due to Egfrictions between air c bird

IE s Eefas.ie ft
GB Heron 5 lbs Cream officepaper
B Tay 3oz less than small apples
chickadee 43 oz L 2 quarters
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a point at which its not worth it
Anymore
Evidence giving up density UD
seedlsaud mixed in town volumein bowl Time goes ON a's findingseeds declines Eventually GUIndicator of Habitat

Quality2 wer GUD higher Habitat Qualify
Food Catching Hoarding foraafountyenot common in birds shrikes do itAccord woodpeckers do it 15 20 individuals ina group sharing an oak tree

granary EAUhaye50k holes take 1bird 24 hrs to drill holegeneration holes Harvest in fall Drill inwinter deed of stored acorns
Drilling

doesn't hurt trees thick barkoddities stuffed in piueco.me Needlesflowersother thingsnotfocused od insect inside accordsstrigiformes n Ow Is
tube shaped eyeballsSderetal bones largerretina brain connectedcan't baroueneyesbut head can do2700caprimulgiforemes n Nightjars NighthawksRictalBristeghippoorwill








































































































Foraging models are designed to
help understand foraging decisions
Egs s central place foraging theoryNest us forrageplacementmath model prediction birdbehaviorpatch selection theoryfat liver storagebloodsugar 9409W fat protein

10122119 Foraging feedingForaging strategies different models explainingdecisionscom Eider foraging choices in winter004feedinday shortdaysin winterbides us grabs soso.rs sEs.IEszafeood55 8 ih gY energetically more Energetic limit ofwholeshell I aced rewarding whatthey can doenergytoprocess highercostferabswalkfast
s 4vpg noticed separated fromhugeraftsnot as healthy as larger group membersunhealthy needed crabs
Eat all day low energy gamble on higher3 6 meters below surface 454rewardfree yp space for larvae of muscles to attachMarginal value theorem N'VII
foraging energetically costlyevolvetiou favor ur adapting for gainfoosteconomic

strategy to balancedecreasing resourceMvt is an optimality model there's








































































































EFIFes bottomto top I IhE t
to coexist

Leafgleaner warblers insects stems leaveswhy use foraging guilds
group by ecologic fubction nottaxonomy
Guilds are then ysed to studyecological
Eg Insect deposition study Processesmoving nutrients from water soureto terrestrial placemixed species foraging flocksch kadee nuthatch downy possegroup eyes for predators outweighscompetition

Nambear of Dees more higherthreatfora.ge
tPeegfegskNo w chickadee aNguagsyBirds are sensitive to NET

energyprofitsBenefits
Energy Nutritiou

Costs Exposed to predatorsrisk for accidentsweatherspending
energyEnergy for time used in searchingmanipulatingfoodCatspredation riskpossible igetting food is not worth itwhats eaten during day will determineif they survive the Night Zero

marginin winter








































































































a l C e ed
Bird Topography Feathers

lay a COLORED sparrow HEAD

crowns
supercilium
supralora foresupercilium

NFI oo
g

E.EE tiEhEEffgqIebsetaeoexei.bilD
sgE9fR EE mn diblet.iofLmanIEiars cheet s

017 19 ForagingIFeediugethe classic approach
foraging Guilds group sharingfeedingprefsregardless of

taxonomy Better classificatiodsystem than beaks alone
carnivores hookbill talons immobilize hold

prey
meat shrike carnivorebeak passerine feetseedranivores conical bill longishtongue rock headtocrossbills grabseedsfrom

cones
Sallyinginsectivores crack seedsPerchflyinsectperch insects kingbird
Aerial insectivores swallows hard to catchusingdefectwhileflying mistNetsbecausetheyadjustso quickBH sien u C.EEfIEE z.IEEe

zeeom








































































































Biologically most important a SPECIESEvery other division is a schemea for easierclassifications for US
Isolated GeographicFactors Reproductive behaviorlyPhysiological
subgroups in species are sometimesrecognized as subspecies

group of natural pop w local
adaptations that are geographicallyisolated from othergroups havingunique taxonomic characteristicoften LOCAL AdaptationsFox sparrows 5 ramped opedGeographic or client variationform of species that exhibitgradual taxonomic differencesover a geographical area dueto environmental heterogeneityCliff SwallowHorned Larks

Bergman's rule
species Forms of larger size are found incolder

environments
generally higherattitudes or more pollar AltitudesLarger makes volume increase fasterthan surface area More volumefor surface area lose heat less quicklywt function of volu Ccubedbones are a dimensional cross section squared
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protocols for statffstop fine s monitor migrationsightlhear on path I rotogefinddistance sampling
Breeding Bird surveys a USGS program
73000 routes
Ea route is 24.5 miles long w

g5fp
POINT COUNTS
Now linear
Not tied to road networks
go to point stop a moment to allowhabitat to go back to Normallisted 6 mins I laser rangefind1st 2nd 3rd minute specifications

Hawkwatches

Neatsearchingestimate
productivitydetermine habitat selectionevaluate parasitism rate G h cowbirdbad nestlings

Territory mappingEstimate pop density productivityDetermine habitat selectionstudy breeding behavior
Bird baoding
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a 58I jbabES eigfis the pattern
Eyed learners have basic

marshthrush Nate US Auditory7 yf template jnireaisebiedpf.mim.gg
basfewess.eu segnzzgtefsAE some are openended learnerLeads to a transmission of culturepatterns is shared ancestors

CALLS
CONTACT CALLS
broadcast location
maintain group cohesion

ALARM CALLS Ibroadcast the prescencet
of
dangercontact call Deer eateggs

Flight calls nestlings
maintain night migrationcohesion

5 corner ALFRED
Nighytoffpigratiourecordet

11 121921 Research techniques
counts Determine n trends in pop
free'TEEEnised path i habitat selected








































































































structure can help or hinder localization
modulation w high amplitude contact callsterrestrial predator warningsThin high pitched limited amplitudeaerial predator warningsSound structure adapted to the environmentsense forrest Lou freq more fluid

songsopen fields higherfreq buzzierNotesurban area birds
increase pitch speed

Songs V CALLS
songbirdsCpasseriformesF

nari ly under influence of sexhormones
Reproduction attract mate define

Calls Territorycoordinate behavior
signaling pred warning e

songs can be innate or learn ertisiogyc.ee borpass riNes otsyhummiogbirslearningstructureisionatewhat they here in west day8 ilNo song
I








































































































vocal con Birds doo't have vocal cordbirds ha e syrinx

Trachea
tymnhanimbrawe.ff.fr

osy meet restriction

e

ff.IE

yqIiEiEsa
s tumor

N Left Birds can
adjust the balancePolyphonic songs

throat c mouth filter outharmonious I parasitic soundsability to moderate 4 big is decreasea size of beak increasesCBeak acts as LFO
r.uawehj5hly flexible systemwbird 700 21,000 hertz 4 octaves








































































































S
songbirds in the Arid west hang out in riparian or
tidal bag in intertidal zones

Geo locators 66rbeqlegq.geodsAIternativeVn rin tious of migration
bJiffwNta dif times usually splgetndb.fr
Spring breeding

on RedstartFall resouee7D0PeodeoyRubYGrowookioglefJatNAlso
if.b y agedifferentpaths in dif directionsLeapf Jump over another
pop Gabspeciesto migrateAttitudinal go down hill in winterAm Dippermigration

iVagrancy
Migration Physiology massive

energy
demandsneed RICH habitat to bulk upcan re absorb internal organds don'teatjust process fat

Re organize body EaredGrebe
1054 communication Navigation

8 8,8 paint size 38 a yellow warbler
French NC
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3 broad eats short distance Neo Tropical
Short distance coo 1500 miles God sparrow
Neo tropical s cedt am.gs.am warblers

Leg distance s Argentina Gwaiosoo's
more land is N hemisphere thawHE

k

Artie ferus 50k per year in flightArtie autartic migrations
longest non stop flight Bar tailed GodwitBreed AK winter inw4

e Nzatus spring inpredation avoidance As itLtropic compared to arctics better condition forfor predator's density breeding seasonfood resource
Evolution in ActionGlacialretreat response
migration routes

many use traditional routesDucks Geese first bawded flyways
YwaPacific Central

Mississippi Atlanticoffshore Atlantic
Flywaymigratory Funnels obstacles which directsfall outs weather or

geographypoints firstlight
theyMoD 28 MAY 2018 IAN Davies108

013 Migrational
stopover sites rereading spots rest areas








































































































Aspect Ratio Cwios morphology
width to breadth wing's Kosthtobreadt
Narrow to widehighgearAlbatross high aspect ratio slider

g1 5e lowerFa Torque slotted wings weight carrier
each slot acts like a mini highaspectratio

wingwing loading bird's masscow winsloadiud needed surface areafor agility quick fake off both wingshighwog loading is best forforaging underwater orfor birds can avoid cost of larger wingsFloating us

gravityAllometry size of body componentsto size of
body

Hawksf m F iud pts10 291921 irrigation Apodiformes
Hummingbirdseswfate

Ffs
seasons back forth not clear if relatedpersistent seasonal movement woodthrushhigh to low elevation to Gray catbird

cedarwaxwingebird science Abundancemap Blue winged warbler
408 migrate

Yellow warbler
US E Cau zoo out of 500 breeders
proportion of migrants increase w latitude
d








































































































sinking air over water
cities have more intensehotrising air
glidingperiod Cadbe 30 40miles betweenthermal lifts
thermal lifts can have44mileradiussoaring obstruction liftwind hits ridge c moves up dunescliffsravens hang out on edgesobstruction air risesocean has consistentwindPelicans will follow wave surfwind liftIIshe

soaring dynamic only seen on oceansturn to wind gaining height glide back downto gain speed att 60ft speed 40mphNo wing beats
figure 8 patterns over cead 600milesdayair collides w waves to slowdown

15mi'llmi esin a lifefast air 10 meters above
nearlyslowedat surface

dowd shot 75 mphgravity provides forward motionangled lift forward
Hovering hummingbird kingfishersFed kingfisher harriers ospreydown stroke is power strokeupstroke creates thrushno lift but overcominggravityhummingbirds create e uses turbulence ccorticeshigh pressure generated under wingswind assited hoveringmany hawks rough legged hawk kestrelskiting soaring but no speed relative to ground
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I

Hollis talks about dreams
Buf Heads O GRADY JapaneseInterviewpersonal social institutional
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post Photoshop
electronic
us visual environment
how the eye has beed
trained

approach my electronicimages as Chinese cooking
Mike Kelly CatholicTastescollector of cultural imageswe put them in shoeboxes

sci fi Am Hist
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STRANGE combosredraw repaint layerThematics Leap No intrinsic

logic Don t go together but

Artist wearing many hats influencesMekas Brakhage PoeticsIFEichaelsod HeadofNYU PHDA contemporary of Jerry O'Grady UBUFcontemporary w rise of feminismFilm studio is 20 yrs Ahead ofwhat happens in art HollisFrampton

10 29 191
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Formal cutting v thematics
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FFleusser Sara Hornbacher
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9 00am Wed TD id senior Vid
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PEER timeline
undergrad Bioshamptow

1970 Cinema Department w LarryGoltheimKenJacobs IRalphHocking1976 ETC program'scoordinatorExhibits w Anthology filmArchive MekasBuilds Framebuffer w DaveJones975 GRADUATEstudies MediaStudyProgramBufivasulka's PaulsharitsTonyConradHollisFramptoneGeraldoGradyTaught 1 yr succeedingFrampton followedbyPeterWeibel1987 Headofvideo Arts Alfred rhiredbyHarlandSnodgrassRHiredbyJohn Woods
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Maya Deren book
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lightweight longbattery life manual downloadrecapture
only useful for breeding populationsRelatively low cost 60 70 etlose a ok but high quality data
Picifwoodpeckers

Zygodactyl
cavity nesters
unique beak rectricestail featherPasseriformes Cover Ye all

birdsHallux thumb for
perchingsuperior learners

cardidal
towhee
wt sparrow
Bobolink

Forrest Service
has standard methodsin print

11 19 191Birdbanding good for survival estimat
territory mapping
productivityTelemetry UHF
dispersalestimate survivaldetermine habitat selectionestimate dispersal

8EE Iitfau.ws.estbattery life v weightlogistics
satellite based telemetry CAFESofLimits 15000dollars for no transmitterhigh cost
high weight large size
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high cost
weigh batteryData download
manualCls
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separate the eyes for TV
 WNED 1978
musical compared w visual instrument
image compared to sound devices
image arrived w o lens Whitenoise sow

Background
scan converterRole of switching pairs in foregroundstew a s work Dualities PlanesSound FURYflip flops one camera keeps track of theother camera

seeing what your doing movingkinetically but watchdog visuallydisorient in
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unified time structures
chapter moment 7 form

me things instead of things

each sound moment to own
time structure people can follow

Sirius
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crutchfied chance

why this now
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io AIshifting
Artist practice is the
NUDGE
overton window

–

“The picking of the process is the element of control.”

Peer Bode

4 composers Peter Green;w;y (C;ge, Monk)

Iʼm interested in the m-teri-l -t the point of execution.

Wh-t -re my rese-rch -ims?

Wh-t -re my theoretic-l concerns?

Wh-t -re the intentions of my m-king pr-ctice?

Person-l philosophy -s reve-led through my rese-rch into vision, touch -nd 
desire for wonder. (P 102 Devi-ted Histories, Thi Phuong-TrGm Nguyen)

est-blish - connection between our m-king -nd the world -round us

th-um-turge – - worker of wonder

The c-se for wonder.

Difference between vision -nd perception.

Wh-t is -n-morphosis in video?

Intellectu-l thoughts c-n kill ide-s.

Would my work benefit from storybo-rding or other premedit-ted structure?

PineB&yPoll Complex

–

“But now th+t Godʼs shimmering bubbles, the celesti+l domes, h+ve burst, who 
could h+ve the power to cre+te prosthetic husks +round those who h+ve been 
exposed?”

Peter Sloterdijk 
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total dark chemistry fussy hard to registerprint runs of 70 80k not uncommonbecause of the pain ofmakingJANSEN's was only art historyoption for a while because of this
dissecting opinious could be
suppressed
Desktop could affordably do shortprint runs 2500

Book as precious formal things Vephemera
last thing printed in western culturewas tarot not guttenberg bible
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drive

Light room

export long edge
Yy inch larger eachdimension

if image is 3 6
3k x 644

make template iu
IN Design to
A State's rec size
manually insert

cropBox illustrator vectorDON Eric
cut in score
color f rats of live

GET OBSESSED
W SOMETHING

GO CRAZY
OBSESS OVER EVERY

DETAILL
ELK

EonEE eiIp
Closer Blind Access
Berstein FUNDS
Provost

Infirseignalfundsf

j n
s o u ND

what is maskinghide its Masquerade
BECOME other
Entity that the
mask represents
TRANSFORMATION
Pre Colombian ocean cAfrica U
intense YOUARIThe person wearingmask becomesdifferent
TRY to INHABITENERGY DON't
DECORATE IT

where the Psychicsountdspace CAN takeyou

g
How to choke similar feelingsi meanings what happensnext
find it i take it extract it
manipulate it

0101119J Eyes have it
Low Rez is there

A way of increasingrez Familiar
How is it a step forward

Easy Quick Reconsider
steps back
something that has more
impact in Holmes Redo
make images for thesounds images All seemon the surfacewhole new piece Around

Books Prints collection of thingsfrom ANY subject Easier
Get beyond the Nome Nou

REThTE s

what meaning in formfor vessel
filled w meaning Engaging

GARY.es uITEfaueIotErsjnnN Faces changestriggered by movement changesare surprising varied DifferentIDs put together brings senseof humanity Totti
Bouncing surprisinglong lasting impressions

what is my image vocab
to images that define one

Trust intuintiou But follow
upTake feeling I try to figureout what it is Let it triggermeanings

 
color chemical ltffrsffotb.amotesdRedBlne Bln ck richer
medical imagery understand whatyou're looking fordon't see what you're

looking forswapping fingers is
jarringintegrate E Pleasant

toEe
a If pushesJoe Away WANT's to bedrawn IN Repefetivedoesn't shift or change likeother sounds couldcomposing it Sound librarycamera reference CAN onlygo so far

lot's of things is thestudio could be
interestingMake one wonder why is thishere

not just referring back toself Movies Theater self referedfiaall for the insider
s fo to take tools outsideof the

7

Coatings Porcelain Glaycoats
holds ink shiny surfacecalleiu
uaegeuig.hu efo pop image overprint
shiny surface can be
desirable or not

Ph neutral magnesiumAdded to remove acid
Gree pulp paper have acid
cotton paper has no acid

glassy v matte
Blacks deeper 4 settlers
see reflections light
more

ink Ciutadio black is deepest
sitho intaglio inkjet less so
silk green wood 420based gavegreat variety 1enamel inks butCANCE R

Uv ultra Vellum like
Irafskenefeaadeorderflonts
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Touch up tips for PS
us CR

Qintuaw's color processDuo TONE ITRITONE
my midterm time

CAMERA RAW
image Adjustment

curves
CMD t M

info open
t g

d

720 486
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8 10 10X 14

16 20
2 12 20 1

Focus
stacking

2126 20 1

How to print
Paper show paper insize Photolpriot

n t uperr
Ting glin a

book grid display
copy stand
CANON software
T ft t
with a little quoteJoseph Scheer

01 30 20
Thesis writing

Ex Libris markings

216120J hesis Press

75

25 up
convert ARGI

s I
selection tool
175
copy paste
Edit
Transf WAP

01 29 20

Buffalo Zoo Bird of

preyMohawk superfine

J
softed Edge shadows40 37 Opacity
Image
Adjust
Replace color
sample greygas adjust lightness
erased too
totally soft

Flatten
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75 do wad
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TAROT 120 pound cover

Bird wing Polymer
Plate webster

Elizabeth
Pellathy

T

Cmos 0 see Alf
lasso Rubber

stampF
soft

Da Drop opacityto blend

0

Keyboard curbs

curves
dodge burn

Lightroom
Lens correction

Bremove
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press sheet100pound texted

T shirts
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Vr book
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Souther here:
https://www.f1cebook.com/groups/lzxindustries/perm1link/814631635374825/

Leslie Rollins 1nd I got two Bl1ckm1gic shuttles to output from CPU into LZX 1nd 
b1ck to CPU for c1pture. You c1n do it 1ll in MAX/MSP or Premiere 1nd 
Bl1ckm1gic Medi1 Express combo. The p1tch includes 1n xf1de for feedb1ck. 
(photo credit to Woody V1sulk1)

You c1n pl1y with the m1x p1tch here (gr1nted 2 Bl1ckm1gic shuttles 1re 
needed):
App: https://www.dropbox.com/s/0pzuinwb1j42n1k/BM_BM.1pp.zip?dl=0
P1tch: https://www.dropbox.com/s/11vqqh4ic9tr3u9/EightEYES.m1xp1t.zip?dl=0

OUTPUT from M1c to Visu1l Cortex on 1st Thunderbolt Bl1ckm1gic Intensity 
Shuttle:
Shuttle YPbBr outputs connected vi1 RCA to LZX Visu1l Cortex YPbBr inputs

INPUT from Visu1l Cortex to M1c on 2nd Thunderbolt Bl1ckm1gic Intensity 
Shuttle:
Visu1l Cortex YPbBr outputs connected vi1 RCA to Shuttle YPbBr inputs

C1pture using softw1re of your choice, Bl1ckm1gic Medi1 Express, Premiere, Etc. 
Configure e1ch Thunderbolt Intensity Shuttle within Bl1ckm1gic Desktop Video 
Setup.

NOTES: This h1s worked for me using 2011 M1cPros 1nd l1ter. I h1ve no firsth1nd 
experience with USB3 versions of the shuttles. My underst1nding is they c1n be 
troublesome to setup with cert1in chipsets. In the setup I describe 1bove, things 
c1n sometimes finicky to setup, especi1lly if the h1rdw1re h1s been recently 
configured differently. I find it helpful to reboot devices regul1rly while trying to 
bring e1ch step in the ch1in online one 1t 1 time.

For 1ddition1l inform1tion 1bout running 1 du1l setup, see this thre1d from Eric 

**Bl1ck Syphon** (version 4):
* Under Syphon -> Bl1ckm1gic
* Audio/Video Source, select Fr1meBuffer from dropdown
* Video Output Mode, set to desired output, in my c1se NTSC:

*The question of how to pl1yb1ck 1nd c1pture video using Bl1ckm1gic Intensity 
Shuttles comes up regul1rly so I'm documenting 1 working solution for future 
reference. Most recently the question w1s 1sked in this thre1d: https://
community.lzxindustries.net/t/bl1ckm1gic-intesity-shuttle-output-to-visu1l-
cortex/1551?u=337is* 

For pl1yb1ck of video from M1c, **Syphon** is wh1t holds everything together for 
me. My current workflow is this:

**Sign1l Culture Fr1me Buffer** (version 4.0) to open 1nd pl1yb1ck video file (This 
c1n be done numerous w1ys, with 1ny 1pp th1t c1n output to Syphon [M1x/MSP/
Jitter, etc], Fr1me Buffer is just wh1t I h1ppened to be using 1t this time).
* Select video file for pl1yb1ck by clicking on Video File 1nd n1vig1ting to your 
existing video file
* Select Settings, Video Input/Output:

Under LIVE VIDEO OUTPUTS turn on Syphon Output:

Modul&r Video Synthesis

Volt&ge fluctu&ting over time

Sign&ls &re p&tched between outputs &nd inputs
These p&ths &re not predetermined by norm&liz&tion, file type, or sign&l 

protocol (&s in softw&re environments)
Sign&ls c&n be tr&dition&l w&veforms, CV from function gener&tors, &nd video 
from & c&mer& input

Video Frequency R&nges:
vertic&l frequency r&nge (~30 Hz to ~15KHz)
 

thy Yours

convert to
Adobe Reps
to print
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MAY 7th final thesis
defense ON Zoom
Finish PDF to Joe

May 6th

Dagger brush
often edges

Foale
discard
Duotone
tritone
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color

play w curves

Img Adi replace
color
propper DARTshift Add

lightness
Do multiples
A bit

Atimey
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These are all important
because they are not important

together they weigh mo e

and I can't just brush athegz
don't fit

I BE f uatthey cannot
you shoudn't
you should not
smoked out smoke it out don't
do Not waste space use it all
4P
Be certain to finish End it
with strength will
Force of will
Love under will
Go whole hogspit it out
spite spirit stop start

Apps to reinstall on Safou:

Black Syphon:
https://vdmx.vidvox.net/blog/black-syphon

Blackmagic Desktop Video:
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/support/

MPEG Streamclip:
http://www.squared5.com

Photosounder:
https://photosounder.com/buy.php

SamsungPortableSSD (1.6.0)
https://www.samsung.com/semiconductor/minisite/ssd/download/portable/

Genki Softwave:
https://genkiinstruments.com/softwave/

SPEAR:
http://www.klingbeil.com/spear/downloads/

Syphon Recorder:
http://syphon.v002.info/recorder/

Syphoner
http://www.sigmasix.ch/syphoner/

ScreenCaptureSyphon
http://techlife.sg/ScreenCaptureSyphon/

Toast 11 Titanium

UCP 2.0.11
https://www.decimator.com/DOWNLOADS/DOWNLOADS.html

WD Drive Utilities
https://support.wdc.com/downloads.aspx?p=171

Vizzable:
http://vizzable.zeal.co/download/

!.
#.
$.
%.

Divisions

0.625
1.25
1.875
2.5

40

Hum$nkind by Timothy Morton

Vibr$nt M$tter by J$ne Bennett

M$ry K. Greerʼs T"rot Constell"tions: P"tterns of Person"l Destiny

Donn$ H$r$w$y 

K$ren B$r$d

Peter Sloterdijk

Intersection$lity

Wording 

Future Fiction

Specul$tive Re$lism, Fiction

Exf$t MBR not GUI for Windows/MAC

Holmes projector: 1200x1960 16x10

M"y" Deren He"dless Horsem"n
Her t&lk &bout voodoo, H&iti

G&ry Hill Why things muddled up

Gregory B&teson cultur&l &nthropologist 
Met&logues, met&l&ngu&ge

Mise en scene Alice in Wonderl&nd

Export 1992  “Postmodernism is de&d Peer.”

-Color Mode RGB
-Hit Cre)te
-C)n dr)w/cre)te using )ny of PS tools
-Open existing im)ges in ) new window

-Select it, copy it, )nd p)ste it b)ck into new file
-C)n then )djust size )nd positioning )s desired

-S)ve file )s PNG (Alph)) or JPG (no Alph))
-S)ve into im)ge folder

-Cre)te corresponding thumbn)il file
-Im)ge Menu
-Im)ge Size
-Turn off width/height lock
-128 width by 96 height (pixels)
-s)ve into thumb subfolder using EXACT s)me n)me )s full-size file

-Alph) Ch)nnel workflow:
-C)rries tr)nsp)rency inform)tion with ) 4th ch)nnel th)t c)n be used )s ) 

m)sk
-Follow s)me steps )bove to set up new still im)ge

-L)yer
-L)yer M)sk
-Reve)l All
-Looking )t L)yers will reve)l origin)l im)ge + ) pl)in white m)sk

-Wherever bl)ck is dr)wn into the l)yer m)sk will m)ke th)t p)rt of 
the im)ge tr)nsp)rent

-Where white is dr)wn into the l)yer m)sk will m)ke th)t p)rt of 
the im)ge )ppe)r

-C)n p)ste in other im)ges, or dr)w gr)dients, etc. into l)yer m)sk
-M)ke sure th)t the edges of the im)ge )re cle)rly cont)ined in the 

)lph) ch)nnel
-M)sk l)yer stores the Alph) tr)nsp)rency
-Color inform)tion stores in RGB ch)nnels
-DELETE b)ckground l)yer before exporting
-File/S)ve AS/PNG

Memory P)l)ce: How to m)ke, form)t, lo)d, )nd use still im)ges

LZX INDUSTRIES MEMORY PALACE
STILL IMAGE LOADER INSTRUCTIONS

(1) Still im)ges )re lo)ded from /stills/ntsc when Memory P)l)ce is in NTSC mode, 
)nd from /stills/p)l when Memory P)l)ce is in PAL mode.
(2) Im)ges )re org)nized in sets of up to 32 im)ges.  E)ch set h)s its own 
subfolder, loc)ted )t /stills/<form)t>/<set n)me> on the SD c)rd.
(3) The n)tive resolution for NTSC stills is 720x480.  For PAL stills, it is 720x576.  
(4) Supported form)ts include JPG, PNG, BMP )nd GIF. Im)ge form)ts should be 
ARGB 8-bit, RGB 8-bit or Gr)ysc)le 8-bit.
(5) Thumbn)ils for e)ch im)ge should be cre)ted )nd stored in /stills/<form)t>/
<set n)me>/thumb.
(6) Thumbn)il im)ges should h)ve the ex)ct file n)me/form)t )s the source 
im)ge )nd h)ve ) resolution of 128x96.

Lo)d still im)ges on MP:
-Connect USB c)ble to MP )nd CPU
-On MP n)vig)te to En)ble USB Access
-MP Drive should )ppe)r on CPU desktop
-N)vig)te to Stills/NTSC

-E)ch subfolder c)n cont)in up to 32 im)ges
-E)ch folder cont)ins stills )nd ) thumb subfolder
-Stills def)ult size 720x480 pixels
-PNG, JPG, BMP, or GIF
-PNG c)rry Alph) Ch)nnel
-E)ch file requires ) corresponding thumbn)il stored in the thumb folder

-E)ch thumbn)il must m)tch the source im)ge n)me EXACTLY
-Thumbn)ils def)ult size is 128x96 pixels

-Lo)d im)ges:
-Dr)g folders or stills from CPU into MP def)ult folders

-Eject USB drive on CPU
-Dis)ble USB Access on MP
-Unplug USB c)ble

Cre)te still im)ges for MP:
-Photoshop

-New File
-720 width by 480 height (pixels)
-Resolution doesnʼt m)tter
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Glue book binder

1/2 hour in before to melt glue

3/4 of inch liquid glue

Two power on right side on

Cl<mp button to open close  cl<mp, hit X button to open

Bend p<per, pinch it, then open it to put <ir in it

Put in slot <nd hit X to close

Then <lign line with spine on f<r left side, me<sure cover sheet, find center, 
<ccount for spine

Move dog on top to hold cover, m<ke length longer <nd trim it, shim closest dog 
with he<vy weight p<per folded in h<lf

Adjust thickness (cm)

Hit st<rt, hold c<refully

Alcohol cle<ns excess glue on left side tr<ck

ED

 

t EF r

y

inches

5 inches

6 Did t

 

Met Break
Oliver

whitney

vasulka I 2,34
YZ IRINA

Fresco
COLLECTIVE

ORG

Stitch Dr)wings in Photoshop

24x24
30x24

Sc(n to show deckled edges 400 DPI tiff

Open new c(nv(s 30x24

Dr(g 4 sc(ns onto c(nv(s (nd rot(te/pl(ce (s needed

R(sterize 

Blend mode difference, move slice to top l(yer,  will show bl(ck when (ligned well.

S(ve (s tiff 

yay se f

Before Q A tell them
what I included for THETwhat I thoughtwould be interesting oruseful to my audience

y udlike to know about me
or another artist
what would be somethingthat you would includeif giving an artist talkabout yourself

at the end of this Artosttalk we're going to talkabout those questions so
listen to what I'm saying w themin mind
Bootes Q's A what are some
benefits as an Artist of

talking about your work
B What are disadvantagesabout HAVING to talk
about your work 7

c what are similarities
III EK.AIEEEEE.es

 Tonight I will demo aw Artis't Talk
How many of you have
heard an artist

IIatauarea.is suelemeutsfTjCBList
elements

82 Reason I'm demoing thisfor you is

if you become AN Artis
go.nl be asked to do
this
think about what
you would include
As you're listeningpay attention to e

A what have I
included that you'vefeard in other ATsB what have I Notincluded that you'd liketo have heard that you'd
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Perform'nce:
Comp, slider
M'th
Null object connect to 'nything you w'nt slider to effect

E'sy RGB color trick:
Specific color ch'nges b'sed on d't', use const'nts in purple, choose colors, the 
use switch, blend between in switch index

Displ'y d't':
Lookup t'ble
Text in chops or sops 
Dr'g lookup to text box
To get rid of decim'l: M'th Round
Clip 'llows you to cut edges
Geo, in, 'tt cre'te, render

Bringing 'udio in:
Other cre'tures in this world
Dr'g 'udio snippets in
Audio filter (def'ult is low p'ss) 
Use b'ndp'ss 
M'ke sure youʼre he'ring filter
Chop 'n'lyze, function, sum ('mplitude tr'cking)
M'th

Frog eggs
Geometry 
Sphere
Box, wirefr'me, divisions, noise
Amplitude of chirping moves box 
Use for inst'ncing 
D't sop to
Inst'nce (m'ny frog eggs)
Bring in frog skin jpg
Another 'udio filter 't different frequency
If re'lly jittery, before sending m'th, use LAG 

An'lyzing different types of things:
Bring in video foot'ge to 'n'lyze im'gery
To iso movement,
C'che (stores im'ges 'nd cre'tes del'y) (set output index to f'r right, reverse of 
def'ult)
Set 4 fr'me sep'r'tion from left 'nd right 
Difference between two sign'ls (the thing moving, fr'me difference) c'n incre'se 
difference incre'se fr'me store
TOP monochrome
An'lyze (m'ximum, m'x gr'y v'lues) c'mer' in ceiling c'n tr'ck peoples 
movements in different qu'dr'nts 
Top to D't' (RGB lum' v'lues)
M'th RGB 

Use oscilloscope d't', for inst'ncing 

11/04/19

D't' 'nd CVS/XLS files in touch
Dr'g & drop into TD comes in 's DAT (pink)
Time (d'tes) lock on right to scroll
Sep'r'te d't'
DAT Select, select rows by index, st'rt 1 'll down, select column by index (go toe 
1) use only numbers
Chops DAT to
Gr'ph: use Chop lookup, dr'g d't' to DAT select
Lookup t'ble needs to be s'me numeric'l r'nge 's d't'set
Chop Lookup, connect to bottom of lookup
Timer, use const'nt 'nd speed
Const'nt outputs ' number (0.5), 'dds number to fr'me r'te
W'nt this to go
Through our index r'nge (length of collection of numbers)
Speed Limit type Loop (set min/m'x) plug this into top of lookup

Now use this d't' to do something interesting!

Ch'nge these numbers to sound 
Chop 'udio oscill'tor
60 to 160 r'nge
M'th (ch'nge r'nge from one type to 'nother)
Min/m'x (check t'ble d't') 
Enter min/m'x into m'th r'nge, 'nd define r'nge of osc too
Tie d't' to other p'r'meters:
Turn viewer 'ctive, dr'g 'nd drop where you w'nt it to go

Visu'l p'rt:
C'mer/geo/light
Grid in geo , w to see it
Tr'nsform into pl'ne 90 degrees
Add noise
Top 'tt cre'te compute norm'ls 
Right click on thing you w'nt to tie it to 'nd right click, go out 'nd box comes with 
you
M'th, define r'nge
Render
St'rt off low, 'nd slowly get higher
M'th

Record 'bout ' minute

INTRO: TRANSFORM

Geo light c'n render
H'tch p'tterns, sc'nned in
Im'ges 's texture
Video

Sphere  inside geo:
Add geo 'tt cre'te compute norm'ls, t'ngents. Run into texture

Phong, color m'p
Textures tops, tr'nsform, colorm'p, 'bsTime.fr'me, c'n tile/mirror inside 
tr'nsform 
Insert tr'nsform before 'nd sc'le to get rid of white b'rs
Phong options: norm'l m'p from lights/d'rks, bump sc'le, height m'p (lum' 
v'lues) displ'ce vertices

M'ke own textures
R'mp/gr'dient, 'nim'te ( up resolution), 'nim'te ph'se, ch'nge period
Composite 

PARTICLES:
Sphere inside geo, 'tt cre'te texture, sm'll r'dius of sphere 0.1-ish
Inst'ncing 
Circle, Sopto to gr'b d't' (Tx, ty, tz) render 
R'dius of circle over time ('udio osc cv) M'th, ch'nge r'nge (incoming/outgoing)
Inside p'rticles: birth, life expect'ncy, dr'g
Ch'nges might t'ke 'while to prop'g'te to you
Forces c'n 'lter directions

2 view: geometry viewer

Slit Sc'n, r'mp, time m'chine

Render to text3d to r'mp to time

Clipping 
Geo, obj, clip, m'kes pl'ne which c'n be 'djusted to cut it

3 osc to m'th, chopto sop, cre'te ch'n 1-3, 'dd v'ri'nce 

Two sets tx ty

Go to cross

Comp Slider (0 to 1) (use r'nge to 'd'pt)

M'p

Blend geos Sequence Blend  

In c'n move colors to node

P'rticles:
Any geo c'n gener'te p'rticle system 

Tr'ils

Feedb'ck works on iter'tions 
Cross dissolve between origin'l 'nd modified

TD/PS digit'l printing 
24x24 = 7200x7200
30x24 = 9000x7200 pixels

W'tercolor p'per
P'per size, m'n'ge custom sizes, s've

Files brought in, im'ge, im'ge size, uncheck res'mple, enter 300 DPI

TD printing:

Render, common, pixel res: 

Movie file out, ch'nge type to im'ge/tiff, hit record

For video, 'dd to network:

Ch'nge to 4K 3840, or 1920x1080

Comp, 'dd window, dr'g l'st file in ch'in onto it, opening size fill, borders off, 
monitor 1 (full screen on recorder), open in sep'r'te window 

Select 'll 'nd hide render.

Light
C'mer'
Geometry 
Render 

Inst'ncing needs numbers for XYZ. Assignment is 'bout depth (z sp'ce)

Grid
Viewer 'ctive hit W

To do it numeric'lly (Tr'nsform for ch'nging 'ny geometryʼs 'spects)

H homes the view

Green Sop to ch'nge blue to green, produces three v'lues XYZ.

Dr'g to geo
Plug in XYZ d't'

Geo xform 'llows rot'tion of view

Tr'nsform 'llows sc'ling of grid

C'mer' z sp'ce zoom out

Add noise sop 'fter grid

Sphere, 'ttribute cre'te, texture

Noise, circle, CROSS ('bsTime.fr'me to 'nim'te noise) (ch'nnel n'mes c'n be 
'dded 1,2,3 etc)

Line m'teri'l or wirefr'me

Printing: use 7200 (24x24) Pro License only!!

If using tr'nsform, c'n preview : comp over b'ckground color, ch'nge 0 to 1

Cross: 

Grid & Noise Sopto

Rot'te Geometry (to 'nim'te)
CODE: 'bsTime.fr'me (hit enter) ['pplies fr'me r'te to rot'tion (to slow use * ' 
decim'l number) modulo % bounds min (0) m'x (360)

(Blue)'bsTime.fr'me*0.2%360

left right modul'tion use 'udio osc (-1 & 1)
Tr'nsl'te x
Dr'g ch'nnel 1 on top of number, (green) export chop

Anything with numbers, gr'y const'nt, blue expression , green,

Inst'ncing  W = wirefr'me P = points
In geometry turn down det'il

Inside geo turn on inst'ncing 

Ch'nge blue to green

Node : tr'nsform (sc'les/rot'tes object)

Sphere, Tr'nsform, Sop to

Turbosquid.com good for obj

To m'p OBJ:

Go into GEO, delete def'ult geometry, drop in new OBJ, SOP Attribute Cre'te, 
Compute Norm'ls & T'ngents on. Render/Displ'y

Add texture to help wr'p on model

Lights:

2 p'nel, geometry viewer, H to center

Xform - uniform sc'le (to get bigger)
Light - cone light
Copy p'ste for multiple lights
Sh'dows 're expensive comput'tion'lly

Inst'ncing is in geometry sop:

Touch Designer notes

To pull ' p'r'meter window out from ' window to ' higher window right click, 
open, 'nd scroll out

T'b opens menu
P shows p'r'meter box

TOP: Video
CHOP: Audio
SOP: 
MAT: m'teri'ls for 3D objects
DAT:  more complex d't' sets
COMP: cont'iners for other objects

Vector Geometries:
COMP: 3 things needed: Geometry, pop C'mer', & Light —-> RENDER ——-> 
Movie file out

Light works with phong only for m'teri'ls
MAT: phong, dr'g drop im'ge
Click 'nd hold to select finer or co'rser increments

If you c'nʼt see 'nything try hitting H for home

Dr'wing/Line:
MAT: 
Wirefr'me (dr'g/drop on geometry)
Line: c'n be confusing

Photoshop: TD exports 't 72 DPI (print qu'lity is 300)
Turn of res'mple, ch'nge to 300

Render : fit resolution 8000x8000 DPI = 26x26

To pl'ce new node within existing sign'l flow, right click, insert oper'tor 

Too 'dd 'ddition'l pieces of geometry:

COMP 'dd geo
Composite multiple things
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Erin Hoffm*nʼs time:

11/13/19
20'20 - 22'20
Anthony 0ssisted

Ericʼs Premiere for Digit0l Dr0wing

FX, right click, op/city, f/de out /t end

P gives pen tool, dr/w points, give 3-5 seconds of bl/ck

F/de in 3-4 seconds

Effects controls, select text, ch/nge font

Alph/ L/yering: st/ck them
Select /ll l/yers /nd Nest to f/de /ll /t once

File, Export Medi/:
H264
HQ 1080p he preset
Ch/nge output n/me
Video t/b
Output/source should m/tch
Render m/x depth
VBR2 P/ss
T/rget bit r/tes /t 40
Use m/x render qu/lity

Pulling Video from Alienw1re PC
2-5 minutes of recording 

After geo in touch:
L6st purples in sign6l flow
Select 6ll of them, Render: common t6b, fit resolution 1920 x 1080

Add window object

Dr6g 6nd drop l6st purple to window

Click P6r6meter top oper6tor

0 is screen for computer, 1 is 6tmos

Opening size fill
borders off
open 6s sep6r6te window

If screens 6re mirroring, hit cmd p 6nd choose extend.

Tr6nsform in sign6l flow, b6ckground color (for something other th6n bl6ck (6lph6 
needs to be 1) over b6ckground color

Composite : Render : On top

Audio device out: Device output shogun inferno

Should see 6udio b6rs on shogun

FPX allows importing entire scene
lights camera animation textures

Rendering
EX BASI Like Basic

TABS 3D objects building3Dscenes I def CANrendering create NewPanels UI Networkother
gires location is world space

where if

Geometry allows for readdefault as torus
inside node can add infoutput componeds
Reader tab allows for placement ofmaterial

Render Top TIewders 3D scene
into ZD image

File Export Movie Nov real fine
for high demand

PBR mat Physically BasedRenderingNeeds Environment LightGomp
substance Top k 111

use to calculate lighting effectsby the rendering engineneed to know which way you'refacing to know how to lightyour geometryAdd normals attribute create
top Coormals's tangentsif things look weird lit your geomight be missing normals
mesh made of quadsPolygon made of trianglesAll sops are calculated on U
FPS means od 16ms to geta 11 work done GPucooktiney

Transform Moving Rotating Scalingin 3D Spack
Normals Are LOST by
moving positious Grid noise Formals
this effects lightingRestore w attribute create

shift It zooms to selected Node
absTime seconds

time in sea for animationmalt by 0 to slow

 rendering chain

TOP Texture operator
CHOP Chanel operatorWythingthat is Chanel animation input fromdata devices data channels

audio channels

SOP surface operator
3D surface 3D
data flowing through
sopsMAT Materials
for 3D surfaces

DAT Data Operatorstext i tabledata
Python scripts
Table cspreadsheetJ
taboelimited.es

SOP views
normals point out perpendicularlyfrom the face of a polygons

Writing is ) visu)l enclosure of nonvisu)l sp)ces )nd senses

For the ren)iss)nce sp)ti)l perspective w)s essenti)lly ) filing system for visu)l 
d)t); )t l)st they knew where to put everything )nd where to look for it once they 
h)d put it there.

Adobe CC Alfred
exmedi&cc@gm&il.com
Adobe2019
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Review needs

Outline thesis show (hope to show) : minimum of 1 p4ge, bulleted list, wh4t written 
thesis will be. Synopsis, m4in ide4s 4nd topics. Whose working with you, whose 
ch4ir. M4ke 10 copies for f4culty & distribute. Do not pl4n to discuss unless itʼs 
brought up. 

C4n h4ve 4th person.

15-20 present4tion of work (showing/t4lking), 20-25 discussion, 15 min f4culty 
discussion.

Thoughts

I c$re $bout wh$t you c$re $bout.
Th$nk you for c$ring $bout wh$t I c$re $bout.

A Pioneer $nd $ S$xon w$lk into $ v$lley ...

Just thinking $bout $rt m$kes me feel dirty.
Complicit.
I c$n enjoy m$king it.
But it seems like $ lot of effort of l$te.
Hiding impotency. 
W$iting for kid-gloved tre$tment,
Honors of the elderly m$n.
While b$rely out of childhoodʼs ye$rning gr$sp
Not $s fully grown.
Not re$dy for prime time.
But $lre$dy well p$st th$t time,
A time where differenti$tion could h$ve m$ttered.
Now seems very l$te in coming.
Full.
I donʼt w$nt this to end but I c$nʼt t$ke $nother.
An other.

Tshirts book Inserts

UV Ultr' on IBA

TD MIDI Device, Perform0nce setup

1920x1080 

MIDI Di,log, Device M,pper
Device, cre,te new m,pping

MIDI In

R,nge is 0-127 for MIDI devices

Select object ,fter MIDI In (before M,th) ,llows you to select p,rts of stre,ms

C,n h,ve multiple select objects

Audio mixer use m,th to ,dd sounds together

F,de to bl,ck with Switch ,nd/or Const,nt

C,mer,s + C,mer, Blend ,llows for different views

To gr,b im,ges when working ,t print qu,lity:
P,use pl,yb,ck ,nd move numbers
Counter + Select
Keybo,rd In, R, Counter, use number to increment file n,me 

Le,p Motion uses Le,p Motion Object
P,lm, Pinch, X, Y, ,re useful to m,p

Milo & Wiz)rd

To m$ke whole video loop bottom right t$b
W$rp/Loop/S$ve
If it fre$ks out click t$b $g$in
Other (f$r right t$b) to get b$ck to processes view

EFX:
ISF h$s hidden possibilities, ebo studio or st$nd$rd to select, then hit the s$me 
drop down for options

P$lovʼs present$tion:

Cmd M to enter MIDI m$pping, $ssign to buttons, cmd m to exit m$pping mode

Tr$ck tr$nsform to sc$le clips

Toggle Clip Device View or Shift+T$b to get to W$rp Mode, Loop, S$ve

AVF B$tch Converter for HAP conversion

Ableton preferences to remote MIDI on to m$p EFX

Live Ebosuite
Est$blish in/out
Midi tr$ck for video
M$ster in Live $s output

Midi, Video in, double click or dr$g
Evideo in:
En$ble stre$m to select input

Select resolution High (1920x1080)

Extended desktop: M$ster
Eoutput onto m$ster tr$ck
New window
Non full screen drop down: ch$nge to second$ry (M$c 2)

EFX for MIDI: $ll c$n be m$pped

Extern$l video uses HAP files
Econvert with eclipse
Video clips go into $udio
Live/c$mer$ video goes into MIDI
Audiotr$ck c$n help loop clips with W$rp mode, hit loop box , $nd s$ve

Listen to how they use SOUND: Vocoder
Cecili$ Condit NYT t$ught P$lov 
Robert Ashley
V$sulk$ Commision
Russi$n Duo (peer h$s clip)
G$ry Hill

Audio in
Eclipse 
Pl$y clip

M$ster double click
Eoutput 
Second$ry displ$y
Dr$g video to $udio tr$ck
HAP preferred, econverter c$n tr$nsl$te
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“Wh$t $rchetype is $ttempting to connect th$t c$n be f$cilit$ted through me for 
the highest good of $ll entities, $nim$ls, cre$tures, $nd people?”

Simodgy Figure dr)wing 4-30 - 7-30

Hit film Express Premiere

Affinity ts
of the showT
what is the

trajectory

Formalityof it All
how thingsget laid out
relationshipsbietweed objects sounds
mages
curation

w is the

thing I thingw otherthiogy

Andrew Ip E e

Prints
t
removingfinalshow

Fosdick Nelsod past exhibits
Michael Jones McKean
oiogettes
tell a story but doo'thit over the head
what from one
form Each could
have a different
character

wh me

 

Refinement
Too much IN

soupCMor videos
make imagerymore concretein video
more spatialin sarod
James
Diana Thater

Camille RoseathqueFilm makers

0
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Zivilan major Deitywisdom
n

EI

Darkling
t.ws gderFneuiYgh ereatures
ipotioN resiliency
transportationcircle
coduit to summons
devil but elf died
Devils realm of 9 bells
Shard of Air

fs.si
iiEiitaEEn

s

 

Shiv les Goddess of nature
I know if her

Sarala 12 acolyteNANCY head of religious orders

James Obsidian Elf Rogue
that thinks he's a dragon

Shamp Lo Half Orc Rangerscooter rat familiarThock left handed
Low Ditch KeepGold feather neutral
nueuthra Goddess
1st lizard of Bimortalityfolk 20ft tallhumad I waveringElias's A th mother

goddess
far site

9 l
presentation

3 wks size
of thesis Report
arid term Finish Thesis
table of contents

S

MAY 11

drop dead
for printed
thesis

Next week
Bring id 3

interestingitems Pay
attention

to how it starts
how it is organize
2 Wks
image e text

 

Thesis Defense
MET 4275 30 or 4 37 5 30

After show

mid semester crit
just w comittee
still attend 1st yearcrit
Around spring
break
Thesis Work Exhibit

Thesis Report Book

MARK is point
person for E file
Naming cod ventiods

 

structures Tecieve sources
or information from
signals that transmit informatics

emitted in public space
interference as

new perceptionperformance In graphic
logo
part of Documental
1997

The new code for rele-sing print jobs to ib- is 78912Fr#nkieʼs P#inting Equ#tion
Tot$l CM of p$inting x 8 for gr$d
X 10 once gr$du$ted
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T"king moving p"rts of " c"mer" "nd reconfiguring 
them.

Acolyte 150 yrs ago
aogry possessedattacked burnt city
down

Priest of Reores

history truth
Azmodies godof sin I 9 Hellswent to celestial
court to argueAbout legality of

deals w mortals
as long as 3rd partyintervenes upondeath could arguecelestial et
booked Alchemist tools
Foyshdyck Dwarven
stitching ON cuff
looks like a

forging
hammer

Pattern
city morinthia

devote service
to Saragon is
Fox Yugi 6th
fickle fiends
notorius devils
mercenarye go betweens

Devil mortal
prisoner

thick
gauze handRobe blood red

eyeschains sound
mythical tale
Human's see it AS

g
1200 XP attunement w

1,2 silver
weapons Necessar

I'Isis Erfo tg use it

Itta burningsprinative cultspray to godsbody modificatio
to show devotion
qEEfords w rave

I key
1
Key

Black Rod

infernalTo
M8898s

I

ephemeral planeconjuration spell
summoningdemoad to weapo

1 22pm
humans killed near
on hilt handle
leather strappommel l

t
ARCANA Enchantment

ISINGNAI origin
I

I
through multi verse

AARAKOCRA have
only been on material
these.oEeEjE
Now

ofSarah
Find somethingPriest
is nature do

something to improveit Dark Lord
Saragonis God
of fire Vengeance
sacrificial Arcade
origin of symbols

HASS Fey creator
sister Matilda
sister

is.ua
Dead.i

iis
t

i
worship A KK 1 creator
miNorfdeFEiysFpdrotednorofANt

iaCpersonfg.oriN
cess of divineGoddess ele plotodelair

war between Yacibid
princewarred over
evil aircontrol
false

spear of
mayfly windwind used to peirceYaucibin broke

weaponI shards spread
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Thesis Show Tech
15 ft L0mberts is go0l for projectors 

1800 - 2000 lumens

Medi0 pl0yer
Short & norm0l

SP 890s 4000

LCD 

40, 42

Pl0sm0 720p
50”

1

11/24/19
12247
1

11/28/19
15250
1 + strip
17203
1
20224
2

12/04/19
9245
1

12/07/19
16232
1
19202
1 & sm=ll strip

02/02/20
12231
1 & l=rger strip

Trips Di(ries 
White Fluff

10/26/19
14224
1

10/27/19
11237
2

10/28/19
11253
1

10/29/19
6233
1

10/30/19
10201
1

10/31/19
9220
1

11/01/19
14258
1

11/03/19
12226 
3

11/05/10
7210
1

11/12/19
6255

Gun-wr'pped 'nfr'fresnel

Doug Cl(rk Bio Tech

Conserv(tion biologists

V(lu(tion utilit(ri(n, ecosystem services, wh(t do bits supply? C(n be 
reduction(ry, economic.

Intrinsic v(lue of birds for wh(t they (re. Our perception of them should h(ve no 
be(ring. Whether or not we (re (w(re they h(ve v(lue. Gir(ffe in Afric( doesnʼt 
imp(ct my life, but it h(s intrinsic v(lue th(t m(tters to me. Contribute to sc(pes 
(round us.

Art uniting Eric's mode
he wishes he could writelike I do w Narrative

Humanity references

IH.is iters ef
Haraway JedediahPurdy

After Nature
changed since industrial

revolution spiritual Resources
through

TD DropT
MP 4 video

comp
geo

cam light
TOP
RENDER

720 X 6
4320 480

crop
copy paste Ex

Framing I darrative is

strong
intro a strong abstract
for All theoretical info
in thesis

 

to

is

tithing

21362
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To setup BASH YouTube downlo3ding in Termin3l: https://brew.sh/

Run in termin3l:

1: 
/bin/b3sh -c "$(curl -fsSL https://r3w.githubusercontent.com/Homebrew/inst3ll/
m3ster/inst3ll.sh)"

2:
brew inst3ll youtube-dl
 
3: To downlo3d youtube video:
youtube-dl --recode-video mp4 PASTE YOUTUBE LINK HERE

microphone 't meetings—it doesnʼt m'tter if you donʼt need it; someone else 
does 'nd they donʼt w'nt to 'sk. At the s'me time, of course, think 'bout 
intellectu'l property 'nd wh't youʼre willing to rele'se to ' wide 'udience.

9. M'ke 'ssignments lower or no st'kes if youʼre using ' new pl'tform. Get 
students used to just using the pl'tform. Then you c'n do something higher 
st'kes. Do not 'sk students to do ' high st'kes ex'm or 'ssignment on ' new 
pl'tform.

10. Be p'rticul'rly kind to your gr'du'ting seniors. They're 'lre'dy p'nicking, 'nd 
this isn't going to help. If you te'ch ' cl'ss where they need to h've completed 
something for certific'tion, to 'pply to gr'd school, or wh'tever, figure out pl'n B. 
But t'lk to them. R'dio silence, even if you're working, is not ok'y.

Don't know if this c'me from or through here, but it's pretty s'ne, so I'll sh're, 
courtesy Aless'ndr' Moctezum': 

Ped'gogy in the time of 'n epidemic:

This is from Amy Young @ P'cific Luther'n 'nd it's good 'dvice for me 'nd my 
colle'gues:

1. Be kind to yourself 'nd your students. Everyone is stressed, even if theyʼre 
pl'ying cool. Th't includes f'culty. And th'tʼs OK.

2. Letʼs 'cknowledge th't the qu'lity of educ'tion will not be 's good in 
'ltern'tive form'ts 's it is in the ped'gogic'l model weʼve 'ctu'lly pl'nned for. 
Th'tʼs OK 's well—weʼre just trying to survive.

3. Do not re'd on best pr'ctices for dist'nce le'rning. Th'tʼs not the situ'tion 
weʼre in. Weʼre in tri'ge. Dist'nce le'rning, when pl'nned, c'n be re'lly excellent. 
Th'tʼs not wh't this is. Do wh't you 'bsolutely h've to 'nd ditch wh't you c'n. 
Thinking you c'n m'n'ge best pr'ctices in ' d'y or ' week will le'd to feeling like 
youʼve f'iled.

4. You will not recre'te your cl'ssroom, 'nd you c'nnot hold yourself to th't 
st'nd'rd. Moving ' cl'ss to ' dist'nce le'rning model in ' d'yʼs time excludes 
the possibility of excellence. Give yourself ' bre'k.

5. Prioritize: wh't do students re'lly need to know for the next few weeks? This is 
re'lly difficult, 'nd, once 'g'in, it me'ns th't the qu'lity of te'ching 'nd le'rning 
will suffer. But these 're not norm'l circumst'nces.

6. St'y in cont'ct with students, 'nd st'y tr'nsp'rent. T'lk to them 'bout why 
youʼre prioritizing cert'in things or 'sking them to re'd or do cert'in things. Most 
of us do th't in our f'ce-to-f'ce te'ching 'nyw'y, 'nd it improves student buy-in 
bec'use they know content 'nd delivery 're purposeful.

7. M'ny universities h've ' consider'ble number of ped'gogic'l experts on 
'c'demic technology th't we h've only been dimly 'w're of until yesterd'y. Be 
kind to these colle'gues. They 're suddenly very sl'mmed.

8. If youʼre m'king videos, student viewership drops off precipitously 't five 
minutes. M'ke them c'psule videos if you m'ke them. And consider uplo'ding to 
to Youtube bec'use it tr'nscribes for you. Do not 'ssume your 'udio is good 
enough or th't students c'n underst'nd without tr'nscription. This is like using ' 

Unpopul'r opinion: we should not be tr'nsitioning in-school le'rning to 't-home 
le'rning during this time. Dist'nce le'rning is one model of instruction--one th't 
works for some students, for some f'milies, for some te'chers. But it does not 
work for everyone. And suddenly expecting it to work for everyone shows the 
extreme privilege of those m'king the decisions to expect 'll le'rning continue 't 
home.

Yes, some f'milies 're gung-ho 'nd re'dy to t'ke on this ch'llenge. The p'rents 
're st'ying home from work, 'lre'dy work from home, or 're ' st'y-'t-home 
p'rent. They h've 'mple internet speed 'nd device 'ccess to go 'round for 'll 
their children 'nd the 'dults in the household trying to telecommute. The children 
're still motiv'ted 'nd focused enough to work somewh't independently so 
p'rents c'n still m'n'ge their work 'nd household responsibilities while 
supporting le'rning.

But let's f'ce it: th't is NOT the c'se in the v'st m'jority of Americ'n households.

M'ny older children 're now c'ring for younger siblings 's their p'rents continue 
h'ving to work. M'ny f'milies do not h've 'ccess to one--let 'lone multiple--
devices with reli'ble high-speed internet 'ccess. M'ny students 're de'ling with 
signific'nt stress 's they m'n'ge ch'nges in their schedules, c'rrying the weight 
of 'dult worries, 'nd n'vig'te ' world of soci'l dist'nce from friends. Even non-
technology-b'sed p'ckets sent home require support 'nd supervision for 
students to complete (even if it's 'll m'stered work--wh't K-12 student is 'ctu'lly 
re'dy to be responsible for their own le'rning?). Not to mention our students with 
signific'nt dis'bilities who require h'nds-on, concrete le'rning opportunities who 
're being 'll but forgotten during this time.

Addition'lly, te'chers 're not 'll re'dy to t'ke on dist'nce le'rning. Some h've 
dis'bilities of their own th't m'ke this very difficult to n'vig'te. Some 're de'ling 
with ment'l he'lth needs due to this crisis. Some 're c'ring for elderly 'nd 't-risk 
f'mily members who need support. Some 're trying to educ'te their own children 
who 're home from school.

So you h've students 'nd f'milies th't 're requesting work? Gre't. Work with 
your school/district to provide ' list of p'rent resources. Encour'ge your district 
to send home option'l p'ckets for f'milies who need non-technology-b'sed 
resources. But no gr'des. No 'ssessments. No "business 's usu'l." Bec'use this 
is NOT "usu'l." This is ' glob'l p'ndemic. Let's focus on th't r'ther th'n 
promoting inequities th't the institution of educ'tion 'lre'dy so 'rdently upholds.

Thesis book dimensions:

Try both:

7.5 x 10.5

And 

7.5 x 11.5

Could use Coug9r Cover or White Moh9wk 24”

Joe Scheerʼs DSLR/Copyst3nd notes:

70-80mm for lens

1/30 -1/15

F8 - f11

200

Joe Scheerʼs How to st.ck RAW photos in Photoshop for focus:

File - Scripts -Lo.d Im.ges into St.ck…

Browse to folder with files .nd select photos

Put check m.rk in “Attempt to Autom.tic.lly Align Source Im.ges”

Click OK

Select .ll L.yers , Edit - Auto-Blend L.yers - St.ck Im.ges 

Pl.ce check m.rk in Se.mless Tones .nd Colors

Comm.nd-shift-E combines .ll l.yers

Sh.rpen Un-Sh.rp M.sk 85, r.dius 1, threshold 0

S.ve .s TIFF

Print 24x36 with 2 inch border

Joe Scheerʼs Adobe Photoshop Tritone steps:

Fl7tten im7ge

Covert to Gr7ysc7le, disc7rd color inform7tion

Select Duotone, then Tritone option

N7me chosen colors

Adjust curves:

Covert to Adobe RGB to print
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th2nked you for th2t but 2m doing so now. Th2nk you J2mes.

I look forw2rd to ANY 2ddition2l links to indigenous 2rtists cre2ting in film, medi2, 
2rt. Ple2se throw everything you h2ve 2t me when you come 2cross things.

Kindly,

Leslie Rollins 

Reflections on my connection to indigenous tr2ditions:

I w2tched 2ll of them J2mes. So gre2t. Th2nk you for your curiosity 2bout my 
eng2gement with indigenous underst2ndings. Iʼve not fully le2rned how to give full 
voice to my Pot2w2tomi herit2ge 2s Iʼve not been 2ble to find 2 f2mily record in 
the offici2l trib2l rolls. This seems to be 2 common occurrence in situ2tions like 
my p2tern2l gr2ndmother who shed connections with 2nything not resembling 
wh2t people considered proper “Americ2n” in the e2rly 20th century. Her f2ther 
w2s Filipino 2nd mother reportedly 2s much 2s 50% Pot2w2tomi. However, 2s 2 
fem2le l2cking much cultur2l 2gency in polite society, much of my gre2t 
gr2ndmotherʼs history eroded from her. Pot2w2tomi line2ge is tr2ced m2trilini2lly, 
so documents 2nd records 2bout her would be key to fully underst2nding my 
history. There 2re none 2s she w2s defined by her rel2tionships with her husb2nd 
who w2s 2lso e2ger to p2ss for white. Without verifi2ble proof, Iʼm hesit2nt to fully 
cl2im sp2ce. However, my connection with the Pot2w2tomi n2tion is lifelong 2s my 
f2ther worked in Feder2l 2nd St2te compens2tory educ2tion for Title One support 
for schools scoring low in re2ding 2nd m2th. His job s2w him log over 2 million 
miles driving from school to school 2ll 2cross Michig2n. He loved being behind the 
wheel of 2 c2r, 2nd volunteered to visit the schools no one else w2nted to 
bec2use they were so f2r 2w2y. This territory outlined the contours of the 
Pot2w2tomi b2nds throughout Michig2n, 2nd he2vily focused on the Upper 
Peninsul2. He 2lso m2de cert2in th2t I p2rticip2ted with Pot2w2tomi educ2tion 
2nd outre2ch progr2ms 2ll through gr2de school. I 2ttended Northwest 
element2ry school 2nd 2t the time we were c2lled the Northwest Indi2ns. Th2t 
n2me confused me 2nd w2s one of the first experiences I h2d with overt cultur2l 
2ppropri2tion. In the sm2ll group of children who g2thered with trib2l te2chers 
during monthly outre2ch educ2tion2l progr2ms, we t2lked 2 bit 2bout our 
confusing feelings while g2thering 2fter school 2round 2 fire (Pot2w2tomi liter2lly 
me2ns "Keepers of the Fire”) 2nd m2king fry bre2d on sticks we g2thered.

All of th2t is to give you 2 sense of where m2ny of the ide2s in my 2rtistic pr2ctice 
come from. I continue to explore 2nd connect with 2s m2ny te2chings 2s possible 
2nd 2m gr2teful to be so geogr2phic2lly ne2r the Pok2gon B2nd of Pot2w2tomi 
who 2re incredibly soci2lly 2nd cultur2lly 2ctive 2nd I look forw2rd to the 2nnu2l 
Kee-Boon-Mein-K22 Pow Wow with gre2t 2nticip2tion. You c2n re2d more 2bout it 
here if you 2re interested:

http://www.pok2gonb2nd-nsn.gov/citizens/kee-boon-mein-k22-pow-wow

I immedi2tely noticed your 2llying of First N2tions with your em2il sign2ture 
2cknowledging Senec2 history in Alfred 2nd the surrounding 2re2s. I never 

EIA  Zoom Meeting:

https://vr5ll5rt.com/?
fbclid=IwAR14e5viPbvuJRBQe6qdRNhGRw4T6bhn5UdbqMKC-
dgOWsqCuJNH198Dv2Y#explore

M5y 6 1st ye5r gr5ds fin5l crit, noon st5rt, 1/2 hour e5ch. Expected to 5ttend 5ll.

Present 15 minutes, gener5l questions from big group for 15 minutes, then 1/2 
hour with committee.

Pr5ctice sh5ring medi5 in Zoom
Pr5ctice 5nd be prep5red with wh5t I show
Logic5l ordering would be helpful.
Sh5re work & writing prior to offici5l Zoom (PDF outline for them to follow 

5long)

12-1 & 1-2 on Thursd5y Frid5y for second ye5rs

Te#ching Philosophy, p#r#gr#ph three: give le#rning outcome for t#king on 
corpor#te interests:

New p#thw#ys, new opportunities. How does new medi# exist in VR, Future medi#, 
AR

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

UCO Applic*tion

Applic&tion Procedure:
Applic*nts *re required to submit their *pplic*tion online vi* https://jobs.uco.edu/ 
*nd include

Cover letter

CV

Artist st*tement

List of three references

Te*ching philosophy directed tow*rds the integr*tion of digit*l medi* in the 
*rt studio

Unoffici*l copies of second*ry *nd post second*ry tr*nscripts.

PDF or links to *n *ccessible website 

20 im*ges of person*l work or im*ges/video clips (1-2 min in length)

20 im*ges/video s*mples of student work

Im*ge list
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C"ncelled NYSEG: 
Hey! Itʼs Leslie. Iʼm b0ck in Alfred tomorrow (Wednesd0y) with Lis0 to move out of 
my 0p0rtment 0nd studio. Weʼre going to get ice cre0m 0round 5 pm here:
Dick 0nd Cheryl's Big Dipper
21 S M0in St, Almond, NY 14804

Weʼd love to see you 0nd s0y goodbye in person if possible so come out if you 
c0n. Itʼs outside with sp0ce to pr0ctice soci0l dist0ncing! Y0y!
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Artist St*tement
Cover Letter
References
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You m&y &lre&dy know &ll of this, but hereʼs & few re&sonʼs Kr&ftwerk is so pivot&l 
not only in Electronic Integr&ted Art of the Alfred tr&dition, but how they l&id the 
music production found&tion to how ALL music is m&de tod&y.

So this &lbum from 1977 isnʼt necess&rily Kr&ftwerkʼs best, but they &re t&lking 
&bout Tr&nshum&nism ye&rs before it c&ught on in &rt & popul&r culture. Tr&ck 2 
“H&ll of Mirrors” & Tr&ck 3 “Showroom Dummies” &re splendid ex&mples. You c&n 
even he&r the influence of e&rly Punk in the song structure of “Showroom 
Dummies.” Tr&ck 4 “Tr&nce Europe Express” while not tr&nshum&nist in lyric&l 
content, it liter&lly cre&ted the music templ&te for &ll hip-hop & r&p th&t exists. 
Th&t w&y of cre&ting music defines ALL pop music production tod&y. The 
electronic studio &s & pop music m&chine st&rts with Kr&ftwerk &nd this song m&y 
be the Rosett& Stone for the world we live in tod&y.

https://open.spotify.com/&lbum/0HHRIVjvBcnTepfeRVgS2f?
si=MmF1gJD9T&2ByJpHBSkbbQ

E&rly r&p utilizing the templ&te:

https://open.spotify.com/tr&ck/3uy0jtkM8QYVTsB&zkli1x?
si=Dj62qQf6THOk9bRD6uhD5w

Prob&bly my f&vorite re-rub of TEE:

https://open.spotify.com/tr&ck/2CdAkEU5ezb93b63SeCbYv?si=_c5wHDo-
SY2e&jg356mqxw

Adobe Cre)tive Cloud Alfred Credenti)ls

Login: exmedi)cc@gm)il.com
P)ssword: Adobe2019

Bro$dly spe$king, $le$tory c$n be referred to in sever$l w$ys (e$ch with specific 
$spects th$t $re more in pl$y for $ p$rticul$r definition) th$t $re oftentimes c$lled 
ch$nce. Other words like indetermin$cy $re $lso used interch$nge$bly by some. 

In my p$rticul$r $re$ of interest, synthesis (both $ur$l $nd visu$l), it is incredibly 
e$sy to be hemmed in by the cyclic$l n$ture of electricity with its pol$rized up/
down swings. This is often turned into $ sort of clock, or dem$rc$tion of 
periodicity. When clocks $re given priority, $ rigidity c$n e$sily form. So folks of 
my ilk seek to undermine th$t in some w$y $nd this is often $ccomplished by 
str$tegic deployment of indetermin$te f$ctors beyond our control. An extreme 
ex$mple of indetermin$cy in this respect is noise, for ex$mple, white noise which 
is evenly distributed r$ndom energy $cross $ll frequencies. Different colors of 
noise $re not $s evenly distributed, $nd $re useful bec$use of th$t. 

If you think of the sound of $ h$rd rubber b$ll bouncing on $ wooden t$bletop 
surf$ce, you c$n im$gine how f$r $p$rt the sound occurs b$sed on how high you 
drop the b$ll. From $ very high height ($nd $ssuming $ perfect scen$rio where the 
$ngle of the b$ll's bouncing could be controlled to m$ke it return to the ex$ct spot 
on the t$ble surf$ce for you to he$r) the b$ll would st$rt off m$king $ sound very 
infrequently. So much so, th$t e$ch strike would sound out ne$rly singul$rly, $nd 
seemingly h$ve no rel$tion to the sound th$t c$me before or $fter it. Th$t is until 
the strikes st$rt h$ppening in quicker succession. Once they begin to merge into $ 
single sound (bec$use the r$pidity of successive bounces incre$ses e$ch time) 
your e$rs would no longer perceive the individu$l hits. You begin to perceive the 
collective bounces $s $ tone with pitch, $nd the pitch h$s frequency which you'd 
he$r $s st$rting out low $nd going higher $nd higher until it's out of your he$ring 
r$nge.

So in the ex$mple of the rubber b$ll, $nd $ m$them$tic$l precision of describing 
its sound, $ sort of rigidity c$n be observed. Given perfect experiment$l 
conditions, the b$ll will $lw$ys bounce the s$me w$y $nd give the s$me results. 
Cool, but possibly $ bit dull $fter ye$rs $nd ye$rs of form$lizing this $s how $ b$ll 
SHOULD sound. Music $nd sound h$s these sort of root $ssumptions built in 
through soci$l/cultur$l/politic$l me$ns. Indetermin$cy is $ methodology to de-
privilege this form$lizing tendency. Wh$t I know $bout your own pr$ctice sh$res $ 
simil$r concept in the use of pl$y to uncover hitherto unnoticed possibilities.

TO DO:

Website needs Vimeo links 3nd write ups completely redone for Student Time 
B3sed portion

Cre3te new ch3nnel 3rt for Youtube:

https://support.google.com/youtube/3nswer/2972003?
visit_id=637283592332547758-837383927&p=picker_ch3nnel_3rt&hl=en&rd=1

Cre3te new Ello He3der 2560x1440 Anim3ted gif
Cre3te Ello Av3t3r 360x360 3nim3ted gif
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Embodied Research
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Daily life during the MFA featured a staggering array of 
interactive opportunities. Each in-class participation (as 
a student or a teacher) took time and energy to consider 
the history and output of artists and makers, while sharing 
the technical details of how to work with and create within 
specific medias and traditions. 

Ongoing studio visits with professors, fellow artists, and 
visiting scholars, yielded much factual information, as well 
as creative ideas, and philosophical considerations. 

A steady stream of collaborative opportunities to work 
intra-disciplinarily with the student cohort in the School 
of Art and Design presented energizing and intriguing 
possibilities for performance, curation, and co-creation. 

Access to regional world-class libraries, galleries, museums, 
performances, and facilities meant a constant flow of ideas 
gathered during travels to experience the richness of the 
surrounding geographies of the East Coast. 

Abundant opportunities to explore and document the 
wilds of woods, geology, and waterways kept me centered 
and calmer than I likely would have been otherwise, as did 
my daily walks between my apartment and my studio space 
in Harder Hall. 

Minute changes in the seasons, with attendant shifts in 
flora and fauna, kept me ever-engaged and noting. 

The common instrument in all of this is my body. My 
bodily experiences during these varieties of processes 
are somatically encoded for the long term. The following 
pages shares fragmentary documentation of some of my 
research.

Embodied Research
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Tools
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My appetite for tools and “talking shop” seemingly knows 
no bounds. I have an endless enthusiasm for learning 
and using new gear—from both a technical and artistic 
standpoint. Often I have as much interest in finding out 
what a particular tool is capable of as I do in making new 
work. 

I enjoy cataloging the possibilities found when using a tool 
in isolation—how it can be effectively used, how it can be 
undermined and “misused.” 

The same questions become reinvigorated when asked 
again, but this time with multiple tools used collectively, in 
collaboration, in conflict, and in cahoots with other tools. 

The more tools in use at once, the more varied the resultant 
phenomenon experienced might be. 

My artistic practice is very much about my collaboration 
with tools to explore and document phenomenon 
encountered during live, real-time interactions. 

What follows are a list of tools used during my MFA and a 
collection of related images.

Tools



“Large piles of fine electronic  
equipment do not necessarily have 

anything to do with music.” 
– Max Neuhaus
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Type Tool Maker Tool Description Qty
Eurorack audio module 4ms Company QCD Quad voltage controlled Clock multiplier/divider 1
 4ms Company QCD Expander QCD Expander 1
 4ms Company Quad Pingable LFO QPLFO four pingable tri/ramp/saw LFOs 1
 4ms Company SISM CV or audio attenuation, inverting, and shifting (DC offset), mixer 1
 ADDAC System ADDAC207 Quad Intuitive Quantizer 1
 ALM Busy Circuits ALM017 - Pamela‘s NEW Workout Advanced Clock and Waves 1
 Doepfer A-132-2 Quad VCA 1
 Doepfer A-143-9 Voltage Controlled Quadrature LFO / VCO 1
 Doepfer A-151 Quad Sequential Switch 1
 Doepfer A-196 Phase Locked Loop 1
 Doepfer A-118 Noise/Random 1
 Doepfer A-138a Linear mixer 1
 ERD ERD/ERD vampiric edition Earth Return Distortion 1
 ERD ERD/SIR Susceptible, Infected, Recovered viral computation unit 1
 ERD ERD/ERD Earth Return Distortion 1
 ERD ERD/y VC Geiger counter and radioactive random voltage source. 1
 ERD ERD/SIR re-issue (white) Susceptible, Infected, Recovered viral computation unit 1
 ERD ERD/WORM Wormed speech synthesis 1
 ERD ERD/LICHT Light to audio/CV 1
 ERD ERD/BREATH VC heat and smoke 1
 Erogenous Tones BLIP RADAR Expander 1
 Erogenous Tones RADAR 8 Channel AD/AR LFO Envelope Generator 1
 Erogenous Tones LEVIT8 8x Attenuator/Gain/Invert/DC-Offset/Mixer 1
 Erogenous Tones VC8 Octal Linear VCA 1
 Erthenvar Patch Chord v3 25 Oscillator Controlled Oscillators 1
 Expert Sleepers ES-8 USB Audio/CV Interface 1
 Genki Instruments Wavefront Wavering to CV converter 2
 Industrial Music Electronics Piston Honda mkII Wavetable Oscillator 1
 Instruō SCION Biometric feedback to CV module 1
 Intellijel μJack Headphone amp and stereo 1/4“ outs 1
 Intellijel Dubmix Mini Expander VC Expander 1
 Intellijel Dr. Octature II LP filter with 8 phase-related outs / VCO / VCLFO 1
 Intellijel Dubmix 4 channel voltage controlled stereo mixer 1
 Intellijel Dubmix Aux Expander Aux send expander 1
 Laurentide SynthWorks VG2 Dual Passive Low-Pass Vactrol Gate 1
 Make Noise Function Function generator 1
 Make Noise MATHS Function generator 3
 Make Noise Wogglebug Random voltage generator 1
 Make Noise QMMG Quad Multimode Gate (Vactoral LPG) 1
 Make Noise Morphagene Stereo tape and microsound module 1
 Make Noise Richter Wogglebug  Complex Random Voltage system 1
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Type Tool Maker Tool Description Qty
Eurorack audio module Make Noise Erbe-Verb DSP Reverb 1
 Make Noise Pressure Points Touch Controller / Manual Sequencer 3
 Make Noise Brains Pressure Points Sequence Expander 2
 Make Noise Echophon Pitch-shifting echo by SoundHack 1
 Make Noise Telharmonic Additive Synthesis Module 1
 Make Noise Rene Cartesian Sequence 2
 Make Noise DPO Complex waveform generator/Dual Oscillator 1
 Malekko Heavy Industry Richter NoiseRing Analog Data Resonator Module 1
 Malekko Heavy Industry Borg 1 Low Pass Gate & Resonant Filter 1
 Metasonix R-54 mk2 Tube-based triode-pentode in Wien-bridge circuit for VCO/VCF functions 1
 Metasonix R-60 Midi-CV interface Self-Tuning Midi to CV 1
 MFB SEQ-02 CV / Gate Sequencer 1
 Modcan Quad LFO Four independent LFOs 1
 Modcan Dual Delay Dual Delay 1
 Mordax DATA Four channel oscilloscope 1
 Music Thing Modular Turing Machine Mk II Random looping sequencer module 1
 Music Thing Modular Radio Music Virtual Radio Playback (Sample Player) 1
 Music Thing Modular Chord Organ Chord synthesis 1
 Music Thing Modular Volts Turing Machine 5-bit expander 1
 Music Thing Modular Vactrol Mixer Turing Machine stereo expander 1
 Music Thing Modular Spring Spring tank reverb 1
 Music Thing Modular Spring Digital Spring reverb emulator 1
 Music Thing Modular Pulses Mk II Turing Machine Gate Expander 1
 Music Thing Modular Voltages Turing Machine clock expander 1
 Music Thing Modular Mikrophonie Contact Mic  1
 Music Thing Modular Magnetophon Mono cassette head / NAB equalized amplifier circuit 1
 Mutable instruments Rings Resonator 1
 Mutable instruments Links Routing / utility module 1
 Mutable instruments Elements Modal synthesizer 1
 Mutable instruments Clouds Texture synthesizer 1
 Mutable instruments Peaks Dual trigger to signal converter 2
 Mutable instruments Kinks Analog CV mangling utilities 1
 Mutable instruments Shades Mixing / offset utility 2
 Mutable instruments Branches Dual Bernoulli gate 1
 Mutable instruments Frames Keyframer/mixer 1
 Mutable instruments Warps Meta-Modulator 1
 Mystic Circuits ANA Analog logic / CV arithmetics 1
 Nonlinearcircuits Numberwang Gate generator 1
 Nonlinearcircuits Wangernumb PLL/VCO/Divider/Random 1
 Nonlinearcircuits Triple Sloth 6x slow chaotic modulation 1
 Plan B Model 15 Complex VCO 1
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Type Tool Maker Tool Description Qty
Eurorack audio module Random*Source Serge Stereo Mixer 2 Channel stereo mixer with Aux In 1   
 Random*Source Serge Wave Multipliers (VCM) Wave Multipliers 1
 Random*Source Serge RING Ring modulator 1
 Random*Source Serge Variable Slope VCF Variable Slope filter 1
 Random*Source Serge New Timbral Oscillator (NTO) Analog oscillator 1
 Random*Source Serge NCOM Divide by N Comparator (÷NCOM) 1
 Random*Source Serge Resonant Equalizer (EQ) Ten-band resonant filter  1
 Random*Source Serge Variable Q VCF Variable Resonance VCF 1
 Random*Source Serge Triple+ Waveshaper Wavefolder 1
 Random*Source Serge SSG Smooth & Stepped Generator 1
 Random*Source Serge DUSG MK2 Dual Universal Slope Generator  1
 Snazzy FX Dreamboat Dual Chaos Osc / Lfo 1
 Soundmachines BI1 brainterface Human Brain to Eurorack Interface 1
 Steady State Fate Ultra-Random Analog Random Source 1
 Steady State Fate Positronic Transient Gate Dual Vactrol cored Envelope Generator 1
 STG Soundlabs Mankato Filter 8-phase output 4-pole filter 1
 STG Soundlabs Envelope Generator Dual-output EG and LFO 1
 Subconscious Communications Model 52 Vampire LFO/VCO Pair 1
 Synthesis Technology E370 Quad Morphing VCO 1
 Synthesis Technology E440 Discrete OTA VCF 1
 Synthesis Technology E102 Quad Temporal Shifter 1
 Thonk AT-AT-AT 3 Channel Passive Attenuator  2
 Toppobrillo Sport Modulator Dual Lag and Hold Device 1
 Tubbutec μTune Microtonal Quantizer, Scale editor, MIDI interface 1
 WMD Synchrodyne Expand Synchrodyne Expander 1
 WMD Synchrodyne VCO + PLL + SC Filter 1
 Xaoc Devices Zadar 1973 Quadruple Envelope Generator 1
Eurorack video module BPMC Fluxus Duo Analog Glitch Video Effects Processor      1
 brownshoesonly Video Grip Joystick Module 1
 brownshoesonly hexadirectional crossfader Complex crossfader 1
 brownshoesonly Triple Video LFO 3 discrete, skew LFOs 1
 brownshoesonly SCANNER 4 input video rate interpolating scanner 1
 brownshoesonly Triple Summing Amp 3 channel summing/attenuverting mixer 1
 brownshoesonly Video Mix Quad Video Attentuator Mixer 1
 brownshoesonly Video Soup VC VCA Mixer 1
 Dave Jones Design MVIP (Mini Video Image Processor) 1
 Dave Jones Design O‘Tool Plus Oscilloscope and Audio tools 1
 Dave Jones Design Core Video Genlock Syncronizer 1
 Dave Jones Design VO-1 Video Oscillator 3
 Dave Jones Design OA-3 Output amp 1
 Dave Jones Design VX-1 Jones to LZX / LZX to Jones converter 1
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Type Tool Maker Tool Description Qty
Eurorack video module Erogenous Tones Structure OpenGL GLSL Visual Generator Module  1
 Lone Vidiot Creations SolaChromatron Colorizing Video Solarizer 1
 LZX Industries Video Logic Boolean logic and inversion 1
 LZX Industries Visual Cortex Sync, input and output, mixing, compositing, waveform, shape generation 2
 LZX Industries Navigator Linear Position & Rotation Processor 3
 LZX Industries Shapechanger Linear Geometric Processor 3
 LZX Industries Doorway Linear Keyer 4
 LZX Industries Sensory Translator 5 Channel Audio Envelope Follower 3
 LZX Industries Mapper Polar-to-Cartesian Colorizer 2
 LZX Industries Passage Triple Arithmetic Processor 4
 LZX Industries Prismatic Ray Voltage Controlled Oscillator 6
 LZX Industries Cadet I Sync Generator NTSC/PAL sync generator for video synthesis systems 1
 LZX Industries Cadet IV Dual Ramp Generator Dual Waveform Generator 1
 LZX Industries Cyclops Laser Display Interface 1
 LZX Industries Staircase Frequency Multiplier 4
 LZX Industries Color Chords Additive Layer Priority Mixer 3
 LZX Industries Curtain Edge Processor 4
 LZX Industries Bridge Multiple, fader, mixer, inversion 4
 LZX Industries Liquid TV Video Display & Preview Driver 1
 LZX Industries War of the Ants Zener diode avalanche noise generator 1
 LZX Industries Marble Index 3 Channel Alpha RGB Compositor 3
 LZX Industries Polar Fringe Linear Chroma Key Generator 2
 LZX Industries Pendulum Dual Animator 3
 LZX Industries Arch Nonlinear Functions 2
 LZX Industries Castle 000 ADC Analog to Digital Converter 1
 LZX Industries Castle 001 DAC Digital to Analog Converter 1
 LZX Industries Castle 010 Clock VCO Clock VCO 1
 LZX Industries Castle 011 Shift Register Shift Register 1
 LZX Industries Castle 100 Multi Gate Multi-Logic Gate 1
 LZX Industries Castle 101 Quad Gate Quad Gate 1
 LZX Industries Castle 110 Counter Counter 1
 LZX Industries Castle 111 D Flip Flops D Flip Flops 1
 LZX Industries Memory Palace 32-bit ARGB Frame Store & Digital Video Effects Processor 1
 LZX Industries Escher Sketch Stylus Pad Controller 1
 LZX Industries Diver Waveform Visualizer 1
 LZX Industries Fortress 3-Bit Computational Graphics System 1
 LZX Industries Topogram Linear Sequential Key Generator 1
 Malekko Heavy Industry AD/LFO-V 6 envelopes and low frequency oscillators 1
 Reverse Landfill Triple Function Generator Triple Sandin Function Generator / 3 channel video colorizer / shaper 2
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Type Tool Maker Tool Description Qty
Audio Interface Universal Audio Apollo x8 Thunderbolt recording interface/preamp 1
 Universal Audio Apollo Twin MK II (Quad) Thunderbolt recording interface/preamp 1
 Universal Audio UAD2 Satellite (Quad) Thunderbolt DSP 1
Camera Canon HV20 HDV Video Camera 2
 Canon EOS 5D Mark II DSLR 1
 Ikegami ICD-48 Digital B/W camera 1
 Sony DCR-TRV310 Digital8 video camera 1
 CrazyFire HD-SDI 1080P CCTV Mini Camera 2.8-12mm Manual Varifocal Lens 1
 Panasonic HC-VX981K 4K Ultra HD Video Camera Camcorder  1
Computer Apple Mac Pro (Late 2013) macOS Mojave 10.14.6 2
 Apple MacBook Pro Retina 2012 macOS Mojave 10.14.6 1
 Apple MacBook Pro Retina 2015 macOS Mojave 10.14.6 1
 Apple iPhone XS Max Camera/Recorder 1
 Apple iPad 6th Gen Tablet computer 1
Converter Blackmagicdesign Mini Converter SDI to Analog 3G-SDI converter 1
 Blackmagicdesign Mini Converter Analog to SDI 3G-SDI converter 2
 Blackmagicdesign MD-HX HDMI/SDI Cross Converter 3
 Blackmagicdesign Mini Converter UpDownCross Video standards converter 1
Copystand Bencher Copymate II Fluorescent copystand 1
Drum Machine Roland TR-909 Drum machine 1
 Roland TR-707 Drum machine 1
DVD Player Samsung DVD-VR375 DVD recorder & VCR 1
Effect Pedal Eventide H9 Harmonizer Effects Pedal 1
Electric Piano Fender Rhodes 73 Suitcase Electric Piano 1
Headphones Audio-Technica ATH-M50xDG Studio Monitor Headphones 1
 Audio-Technica ATH-M40x Studio Monitor Headphones 1
 Sennheiser HD25-1 II Closed-Back Headphones 1
ina GRM Tools GRM Tools 3.7.4 Electroacoustic audio tools 1
Laser Laser Show System RGB Laser CV controlled RGB laser 1
Lens Canon 70-80mm Lens 1
Microphone Audio-Technica DR-140 Cardioid Dynamic Vocal Mic 1
 DPA 4060-BM Frequency matched stereo pair of 4060-BM omnidirectional microphones 1
 JrF coil pick-ups Stereo pair 1
 JrF c-series contact microphones Stereo pair 1
 JrF d-series hydrophones Stereo pair 1
 Sennheiser MKH 20-P48 Omni-directional RF condenser microphone 1
 Sennheiser Ambeo Headset Binaural Recording Headphones 1
 Telinga Pro Universal MK2 Parabola 22“ clear parabolic dish 1
MIDI Controller Ableton Push 2 Pad Controller and Control Surface for Ableton Live 1
 DJ TechTools Midi Fighter 3D Motion tracking of tilt, pan, and rotation, accelerometer data to midi 1
 DJ TechTools Midi Fighter Twister MIDI controller 1
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Type Tool Maker Tool Description Qty
MIDI Controller Genki Instruments Wave Bluetooth/CV ring to control sound with motion 2
 KOMA Elektronik Kommander Dual infrared X-Y motion controller  1
 Ultraleap Leap Motion Controller Optical hand tracking module 1
Mixer Panasonic WJ-AVE5 Digital AV Mixer 1
 Pioneer DVD-V7400 DVD player  6
 Roland V-4 4-channel Video Mixer 1
 Videonics MXProDV Digital video mixer 1
 Panasonic WJ-MX50 Video Mixer 1
Monitor Sony PVM-2950Q 29“ color monitor 1
 Tektronix 620 CRT based X-Y monitor 1
Plotter Evil Mad Scientist AxiDraw SE/A3 X/Y plotter 1
Projector BENQ W1100 DLP video projector 1
Recorder Sound Devices 702 Portable Digital Audio Recorder 1
 Tascam Portastudio 424 Cassette four track audio recorder 1
Sampler Akai MPC2000XL MIDI Production Center & Sampler 1
Software Ableton Live 10 Digital audio workstation 1
 Adobe Creative Cloud Suite Creative Cloud 1
 Apogee MetaRecorder Audio recording  1
 Audacity Audacity 2 Digital audio workstation 1
 Blackmagicdesign Desktop Video 11.5.1 Capture and playback 1
 Cockos Reaper 6 Digital audio workstation 1
 Cycling ‚74 Max/MSP/Jitter 8 Visual programming language 1
 Derivative TouchDesigner Node based visual programming language 1
 EboStudio EboSuite Audio and visual production suite 1
 garageCube  MadMapper 3.7 Video and light mapping 1
 Genki Instruments Softwave Mapping software for Wave ring 1
 Kris Collins Decim8 Photographic digital data-mashing 1
 Lightricks Ltd Enlight Photofox Photo Effects & Filters Studio 1
 Michael Klingbeil SPEAR 0.8.0 Sinusoidal Partial Editing Analysis and Resynthesis 1
 Michel Rouzic Photosounder 1.10.1 Image-based sound editor/synthesizer/processor 1
 Morpholio Trace CAD 1
 Pixite Inc Matter 3D effects 1
 Pixite Inc Tangent Geometric shape generator 1
 Rainbow H6X8 8-48mm TV Zoom lens 1
 Rasmus Ekman Coagula Industrial Strength Color-Note Organ 1
 Rasmus Ekman GranuLab Granular synthesizer 1
 Roxio Toast 11 Titanium DVD authoring, disc burning 1
 Samer Azzam ProCam 7  Manual Camera + RAW 1
 Savage Procreate Digital illustration 1
 SIGMASIX Syphoner 1.4 Syphon video interface 1
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Type Tool Maker Tool Description Qty
Software Signal Culture Frame Buffer Infinitely repeat frames within keyed areas using realtime video processing 1
 Signal Culture Maelstrom Realtime keying and pixel sorting within digital feedback processing 1
 Signal Culture SSSScan Realtime buffered slitscan 1
 Signal Culture Re:Trace Map and redraw realtime video into new pixel geometries in 3D space 1
 Signal Culture V-Mass Map video to 3D models and morph in realtime 1
 Signal Culture Interstream Realtime Datamoshing engine for live and pre-recorded sources 1
 Signal Culture Signals Control voltage style manipulation for MIDI and OSC 1
 Signal Culture Video Mixer Realtime crossfade, keyer and composite mixer for Syphon enabled apps 1
 Signal Culture Weaver Interweave textures across multiple video luminance maps 1
 Squared 5 MPEG Streamclip Video converter, player, editor 1
 Tayasui Sketches Pro Digital illustration 1
 TECHLIFE ScreenCaptureSyphon 1.26 Syphon sharing 1
 TopHatch Concepts Digital illustration 1
 VIDVOX Black Syphon r4 Send and receive video streams to and from Blackmagic Design 1
 VIDVOX Syphon Recorder 18 Record video in realtime from any Syphon-enabled application 1
 Zeal VIZZable2 Video manipulation and performance 1
Speakers Mackie HR824 Stereo Studio Monitors 1
Synchronizer Dave Jones Design DVDplay-6N DVD player synchronizer 1
Synthesizer Clavia Nord Modular Virtual modular DSP synthesizer 1
 Clavia Nord Modular G2X Virtual modular DSP synthesizer 1
 Korg Poly 800 8-Voice hybrid polyphonic synthesizer 1
 Oberheim Two Voice Pro Analogue Synthesizer 1
 Oberheim Matrix 6 6-Voice hybrid polyphonic synthesizer 1
 Roland Alpha Juno 2 6-Voice analog polyphonic synthesizer 1
 Moog Werkstatt-Ø1 Analog synthesizer 1
Video Interface Blackmagicdesign Intensity Shuttle Thunderbolt Video Data Transfer 2
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